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IHL S lA IE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOVVIN WARRANT
2001
The polls will open from 1 1 :00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M.
To the inhabitants of the Town of Richmond, in the County of Cheshire in said
state, qualit'icd to vote in Town AtTairs;
\ ou are hear by notified to meet at the Veterans Memorial Hall in said Richmond
on Tuesday the 13th of March, next at 1 1 :00 A.M. of the clock in the morning to act upon
the following subjects;
1 To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
At 7:00 P.M. the following,
2, To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $34,370 for
Executive Salaries and Expenses, or take any action thereon. (Recommended by
Selectmen)
3 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $29, 1 20 for Election,
Registration &Vital Statistics, or take any action thereon. (Recommended by Selectmen)
4 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $23, 140 for Financial
Administration, or take any action thereon. (Recommended by Selectmen)
5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000 for Damages
and Legal Expenses, or take any action thereon. (Recommended by Selectmen)
6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $19,500 for
Employee Benefits, or take any action thereon. (Recommended by Selectmen)
7 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000 for Local and
Regional Planning and Zoning, or take any action thereon. (Recommended by Selectmen)
8 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $16, 120 for General
Government Buildings, or take any action thereon. (Recommended by Selectmen)
9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,700 for
Cemeteries, or take any action thereon. (Recommended by Selectmen)
10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $9,300 for
Insurance, or take any action thereon. (Recommended by Selectmen)
11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,500 for Other
General Government (town report), or take any action thereon. (Recommended by
Selectmen)
12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 34,830 for the
Police Department, or take any action thereon. (Recommended by Selectmen)
13
.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $8,750 for
Ambulance Service, or take any action thereon. (Recommended by Selectmen)
14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1 5,000 for the Fire
Department, or take any action thereon. (Recommended by Selectmen)
15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000 for the
Rescue Squad, or take any action thereon. (Recommended by Selectmen)
16. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $4,900 for
Emergency Management, or take any action thereon. (Recommended by Selectmen)
17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $250 for the Fire
Department Equipment Fund, or take any action thereon. (Recommended by Selectmen)
18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 1 ,000 for the
Meadowood County Area Fire Department, or take any action thereon. (Requested by
Fire Dept) (Recommended by Selectmen)
19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $100 for the Health
Department, or take any action thereon. (Recommended by Selectmen)
20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $109,800 for
Highways and Streets, with $40,751 to come from the Highway Block Grant and $69,049
from taxation, or take any action thereon. (Recommended by Selectmen)
21 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,200 for Street
Lighting, or take any action thereon. (Recommended by Selectmen)
22. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $36,100 for Solid
Waste Disposal, or take any action thereon. (Recommended by Selectmen)
7.
23 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,000 for the
Home Health Care and Community Service, or take any action thereon (By Request)
(Recommended B\ Selectmen)
24. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $981 for the
Monadnock Kamilv <.^ Mental Health Service, or take any action thereon (By Request)
(Recommended B\ Selectmen)
25 fo see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 1 ,000 for The
Communitv Kitchen, Inc , or take any action thereon (By Request)(Recommended By
Selectmen)
26 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $500 for the
Southwestern Community Services, Inc., or take any action thereon. (By Request)
(Recommended By Selectmen)
27 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $600 for Green
Thumb, or take any action thereon. (By Request) (Not Recommended By Selectmen)
28. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appfopriate the sum of $4,000 for Direct
Assistance, or take any action thereon. (Recommended by Selectmen)
29 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000 for
Intergovernmental Welfare, or take any action thereon. (Recommended by Selectmen)
30. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $500 for the
Community Park Commission, or take any action thereon. (Recommended by Selectmen)
31 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $800 for the
Richmond 250 Commission, or take any action thereon. (Recommended by Selectmen)
32. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,000 for the
Recreation Committee, or take any action thereon. (Recommended by Selectmen)
33. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,000 for the
Beach Committee, or take any action thereon. (Recommended by Selectmen)
34 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $17,525 for the
Library, or take any action thereon. (Recommended by Selectmen)
35. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,500 for Interest
on Tax Anticipation Notes, or take any action thereon. (Recommended by Selectmen)
36. To see if the Town will vote to discontinue the Expendable General Fund Tmst
Fund, Established 2000, Article 45 under the Provisions ofRSA 3 1 : 19-a known as the
Town Hall Insulation Fund, and to place the balance of said account and interest accrued
to date in the General Fund. (Recommended by Selectmen)
37. To see if the Town will vote to discontinue the Expendable General Fund Trust
Fund, Established 1998, Article 39 under the provisions ofRSA 3 1 : 19-a known as the
Veterans Hall Furnace Fund, and to place the balance of said account and interest accrued
to date in the General Fund. (Recommended by Selectmen)
38. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 1 8,000 for the
construction of a two vehicle garage to house police vehicles, with $7,000 to come from
general Fund and $1 1,000 to be raised by taxes, or take any action thereon.
(Recommended by Selectmen)
39. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000 for
playground equipment and grounds improvements, at the Amidon Park site, or take any
action thereon. (Recommended by Selectmen)
40. To see if the Town will vote to change the purpose of the Expendable General Fund
Trust Fund, Established 1995, Article 36, under the provisions ofRSA 3 1 : 19-a, known as
the Fire Truck Fund, for the purpose of "purchasing a new fire truck" to for the purpose
of "purchasing replacement fire/rescue vehicles", and to raise and appropriate the sum of




We request the Town to authorize the Selectmen to remove $32,300.00 from the
Expendable General Trust Fund know as The Police Vehicle Fund, Established in 1998
article #38 and expend the amount necessary to purchase a Chevy Tahoe 4X4 Police
Vehicle by June 01, 2001, keeping the current Police Cruiser as a back up vehicle, or take
any action thereon, (by petition) (not recommended by Selectmen)
42. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000 to add to the
Expendable General Fund Trust Fund, Established 1999, Article 42, under the provisions
ofRSA 3 1 : 19-a known as the Municipal Building Fund, for the purpose of building a
new municipal building(s). (Recommended by Selectmen)
43. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000 to add to
the Expendable General Fund Trust Fund, Established 1999, Article 43, under the
provisions ofRSA 3 1 : 19-a, known as the Property Revaluation Fund, for the purpose of
revaluation of all property in town. (Recommended by Selectmen)
44. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to sign contracts necessary
for the operation of Town affairs.
45 lo sec if the 1 own will \otc to auihori/c the Selectmen to borrow moneys necessary
tor the use ot"the Town, in anticipation of taxes.
40 To see if the town will \ote to authorize the Selectmen to sell tax deeded property.
47 To hear anv reports of Agents, Committees, etc. heretofore chosen, and to take any
action thereon
48 To take any action that may legally come before the meeting
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2000 Sources of Revenues
TAXES
Land Use Change Tax
Yield Taxes
Payments in Lieu of taxes
Interest & Penalities on Delinquent Taxes
Inventory Penalties
Excavation Taxes




Other licenses, Permits & Fees
From State
Shared Revenue




































RICHMOND TOWN MEETING RESULTS
March 14, 2000
The polls will open from 1 1 :00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M.
The moderator announced that the Girl Scouts have cookies for sale and that the
Richmond Rescue Squad has baked goods for sale. He said that the polls will be kept open for
those who have not had a chance to vote. In addition he stated that once articles are acted upon
they will not be allowed back on the floor.
The meeting was called to order at 7:10 pm. The Richmond Girl Scout Troop led the flag
salute. Father Klaver gave the invocation.
Terri O'Rorke from the Richmond Rescue Squad recognized Dana Flanders, retiring
Captain of the squad, by presenting him with a plaque for his service. He received a standing
ovation.
1. OFFICERS VOTED ON EARLIER:
Selectman for three (3) years, Dana Taylor - 153
Selectman for two (2) years, Miriam Johnson - 8
1
Cemetery Trustee for three (3) years, Bertha Remick - 195
Trustee of Trust Funds for one (1) year, William Hatch - 198
Planning Board for three (3) years, Robert Coy - 1 14
Planning Board for three (3) years, Ludger Morin - 107
Town Clerk for three (3) years, Pamela Goodell - 210
Library Trustee for three (3) years, Susan Flagler - 131
2. The Town voted by ballot on the 2000 revision to the Richmond Zoning Ordinance as
proposed by the Richmond Planning Board in accordance with the statutes of the State ofNew
Hampshire.
The Town voted in favor of Amendment #1 as follows: To remove Class III roads
(un-maintained state roads) as permissible locations for any building lot (articles 4, 5, and
6) and to require an 83 foot set back from the center line of class III and class VI roads if
abutting a permissible building lot (article 315). 123 -yes; 97 -no Passed.
The Town voted in favor of Amendment #2 as follows: Separate cluster
development requirements (new article 406) from those of apartments (article 404). 162
yes; 56-no. Passed
The Town voted in favor of Amendment #3 as follows: Cluster Development: To
require that the overall density of dwelling units be one per three acres, but that individual
lots be 1 1/2 acres with the remaining land to be owned in common to be used for
recreational areas, trails and paths. Access roads to individual lots would be privately
owned, would not be included in the individual lot area and would be approved by the
Board of Selectmen. 150 -yes; 67 -no. Passed.
The Town voted against Amendment #4 as follows: Delete the current exception
from the building permit requirement for structures less than 100 square feet. 39 -yes, 181
-no Failed
13.
Ihc loNsn \oicd 111 ta\or of Aiiiciulincnt '"5 as follows Delete the requiremem
that plans tor a building permit be drawn lo scale l(i^) -\es, si -no Passed.
1 he (own \oted in fax or of Amendment uo as follows Add the requirement that
the distance of wells and septic tanks, iVom set back lines, be shown on building permit
application l7.^-\es. 44-no Passed
The Town \oted m ta\or of Amendment Ul as follows Add the requirement that
application tor a building permit show a dimensional floor plan 126 -yes, 9} -no Passed
The Town \oted in ta\or of Amendment /;8 as follows: To generally amend the
Special Hxcepiion provisions of Article 10, as follows:
1
)
1001 1 Ihe board, in acting on an application, shall take into considerat ion
the fo llow ing criteria determine that the following criteria are met:
2) 1 00 1 1 a) The proposed site is in an appropriate location for the proposed
use
3) 1 00 1 . 1 b) The proposed use will not affect the use, enjoyment or value of
adjacent property. An adverse effect on adjacent property i s one which would limit the use
of neighborhood property by causing such problems as ..The board will consider such
problems as 144 -yes, 71 -no. Passed.
The Town voted in favor of Amendment #9 as follows: To generally amend the provisions
of Article 10 relative to Wireless Communication Facilities, as follows:
1 To increase the tower setback from "greater than its height plus 10 feet..." to
"greater than the combined tower and antenna height plus 10 feet...".
2. Delete Paragraph 1001 . 1 g) 3: The applicant must agree to provide access to use
of the tower/antenna at reasonable cost to all other applicants, where possible.
3. Delete Paragraph 1001. 1 g) 4: The applicant must agree to permit, at reasonable
costs, the construction of additional antennas on the same lot where possible. 167-yes;
47-no. Passed.
The Town voted in favor of Amendment #10 as follows: To delete Paragraph 1001 .2 of
Article 10, which currently permits an auxiliary building to be placed closer to an abutter's
propedy line than the distance required by the zoning ordinance, provided the written consent of
all owners abutting the property lines is filed with the permit application. 120 -yes, 92 -no. Passed.
The Town voted in favor of Amendment #1 1 as follows: To generally amend the
provisions of Article 10 relative to Educational & Cultural Facilities and Youth Camps, as
follows:
1 : Correct a typographical error in paragraph 1001 .5. 1 to make clear that lake
frontage is 150 feet, and road and yard requirements of each district apply.
14.
2. 1001.5.4 Any change or expansion in use or scale of activity is subject to a new
Special Exception approval from the Board of Adjustment and Site Plan Review
by the planning Board.
3 Add new paragraph 1001 .5.7: Any expansion of use or scale of activity is
subject to Site Plan Review by the planning board.
4 Add new paragraph 1001 .5.7: Prohibited activities: Outdoor lighting for use
other than illumination for safety purposes. 167-yes; 48-no. Passed
The Town voted in favor of Amendment #12 as follows: To amend the definitions of
Educational & Cultural Facilities and Youth Camps, Article 15, by deleting in both cases
the requirement that these facilities be operated by not-for-profit organizations. 170-yes:
43 -no. Passed.
The Town voted against Amendment #13 Proposed by the Board of selectmen as follows:
To increase the setback requirement from an abutter's property line, where the only structure
permitted is fencing, from 25 feet to 37 Vi feet in articles 402.2 and 502.2. 37-yes; 178-no. Failed.
At 7:00 P.M. the following;
3. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $33,450 for Executive Salaries
and Expenses. Passed
4. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $29,394 for Election,
Registration &Vital Statistics. Passed
5. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $22,657 for Financial
Administration. Passed
6. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000 for Damages and Legal
Expenses. Passed
7. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $19,000 for Employee Benefits.
Passed
8. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,875 for Local and Regional
Planning and Zoning. Passed
9. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $18,920 for General Government
Buildings. Passed
10 The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,700 for Cemeteries Passed
11. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,039 for Insurance. Passed
15.
12 The loun \oied to raise and appropriate the sum iU"$2..U)0 for Other General
Go\ernnuMU (town report) Passed
1 > The I own was asked to raise and appropriate the sum of $52,592 for operating
expenses for a tbll time and pail-time police officer An amendment was made to raise and
appropnate S3.\ 140 for operating expenses for a part-time police department An amendment
was made to the amendment to raise and appropriate $33,140 for two officers to work
approximately 25 hours per week and approximately 10 hours a week After much discussion
question was called Amendment to the amendment Failed by hand vote: 32 yes, 65 no More
discussion Question called Amendment passed by hand vote 69 yes: 43 no Article as amended
Passed by voice vote (The Town voted to raise and appropriate $33,140 for operating expenses
for a part-time police department )




The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $1 5,000 for the Fire
Department Passed
16 rhe Town \oted to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000 for the
Rescue Squad. Passed
17 The Town \oted to raise and appropriate the sum of $6,000 for a new Defibrillator
that will meet the advanced Cardiac Life Support requirements of the Cheshire Medical Center
protocols Passed
18 The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $4,900 for Emergency
Management. Passed
19 The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $250 for the Fire Department
Equipment Fund. Passed
20 The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,000 for the Meadowood
County Area Fire Department. Passed
21 The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $50 for the Health Department.
Passed
22 The Town voted to raise $73,686 and appropriate the sum of $1 1 1,550 for Highways
and Streets. Passed
The moderator called a 10-minute break.
23. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,200 for Street Lighting.
Passed
24 The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $30,000 for Solid
Waste Disposal. Passed
A motion was made to consider article 25-3 1 together. Motion was withdrawn.
16.
I
25. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,000 for the Home
Health Care and Community Service. Passed.
26. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $924 for the Monadnock Family
& Mental Health Service. Passed.
27. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,500 for The Community
Kitchen, Inc. Passed.
28. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $500 for the Southwestern
Community Services, Inc. Passed.
29. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $500 for the Samaritans. Passed.
30. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum $600 for Green Thumb. Passed by
hand vote: 42 yes: 24 no.
3 1
.
The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum $500 for Camp Holiday. Passed.
32. The Town was asked to raise and appropriate the sum of $4,000 for Direct
Assistance. Amendment to raise and appropriate $1,000 Failed. Article passed.
33 The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,000 for Intergovernmental
Welfare. Passed. The Town asked the selectmen to take under advisement the request to
investigate obtaining an insurance policy to cover this.
34. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $200 for the Community Park
Commission. Passed
35. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $200 for the Richmond 250
Commission. Passed
36. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,000 for the Recreation
Committee. Passed
37. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,000 for the Beach
Committee. Passed
38. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $16,280 for the Library.
Passed.
39. The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,500 for Interest on Tax
Anticipation Notes. Passed
40 The Town voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $20,000 to add to the
Expendable General Fund Trust Fund, EstabHshed 1995, Article 36, under the provisions ofRSA
3 1 : 19-a, known as the Fire Truck Fund, for the purpose of purchasing a new fire truck. (Majority
vote required.) Bud Jacobson stated that if this passed there would be about $95,000-$96,000 in
the fund They are considering trucks in the $180,000-$200,000 range. Passed.
17.
-} 1 Ihc l\n\ n \ oted to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,000 to add to the
l-\peiKlable Ciencral lund Tnist Fund Fstablished 1*^^08 Article 38, under the provisions of RSA
3 1 h^-a. known as the Police \ chicle l-und. tor the purpose of purchasing a new Police Vehicle.
(Majoriiy vote required ) Ed Campbell stated there is presently $30,000 in the fund Discussion
ceniereil upon why the vehicle has not alroadv boon purchased and the need for a 4-wheel drive.
Question called Anicle Passed
42 rhe fown \oted to raise and appropriate the sum of $4,300 to add to the
F:\pendable CJeneral Fund Trust Fund F'stablished l*-)*-)8 .Xilicie 30, under the provisions of RSA
3 1 l^-a. knc>\sn as the N'eteran Hall Furnace Fund, for the purpose of replacing the furnace and
installing insulation in the \ eterans Hall (Majority vote required ) Passed
43 1 he Town \oted to raise and appropriate the sum of $15,000 to add to the
Expendable General Fund Trust Fund Established 1999. Article 42, under the provisions of RSA
3 1 I'^-a. known as the Municipal Building Fund, for the purpose of building a new municipal
building(s) (Majority \ote required ) It was suggested that the selectmen develop a plan. Article
Passed
44 The Town \oted to raise and appropriate the sum of $15,000 to add to the
Expendable General Fund Trust Fund Established 1999. Article 43, under the provisions of RSA
3 1 19-a, known as the Property Revaluation Fund, for the purpose of Revaluation of all property
in town (Majority vote required ) Passed.
45 The Town \oted to create an Expendable General Fund Trust Fund under the
provisions of RSA 3 1 ; 19-a to be known as the Town Hall Insulation Fund, for the purpose of
installing insulation in the Town Hall, and to raise and appropriate the sum of $4,500.00 to be
placed in this fijnd and to designate the Richmond Board of Selectmen as the agents to expend the
fund (Majority vote required.) Ed Campbell said the price was based on one bid. Homosote may
be considered for insulating the floors. Passed.
46. The Town voted to authorize the Selectmen to sign contracts necessary for the
operation of Town affairs. There was discussion of the Green Thumb contract and negotiations.
Question called Article Passed.
47. The Town voted to authorize the Selectmen to borrow money, for the use of the
Town, in anticipation of taxes. Passed.
48 The Town voted to authorize the Selectmen to sell tax deeded property. Passed.
49 The Town was asked to hear any reports of Agents, Committees, etc. heretofore
chosen and to take any action thereon. There being no issues raised, the moderator passed over
this article.
50 The Town was asked to take any action that may legally come before the meeting.
Mim Johnson reminded people of the importance of filling in the census and returning it.
Selectmen were asked if they will be recruiting part-time police officers.
Polls were closed at 10:00 PM.
Motion to adjourn 10:03PM Passed.
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Taxes receivable, net 237, 1 64
Tax liciii. receivable, nei 49,968
["otal assets SI,063, 3 77
Liabilities and FimiJ Dalancc
I.iabilitics:
Accounts payable $4,250
Accrued liabi lilies 1,085
Due to Ss-hool District 635.585
Total liabilities 640,920
Fund Balance
Reserved for police drug forfeiture 135
Resened for tire depanment equipment 541




Iota! fund balance ^22.457"
Total liabilities and fund balance $1,063,377
The balance sheet presented here was derived from preliminary audit work perfoiTned by
Vachon, Clukay & Co., PC. Vachon, Clukay & Co., is the outside firm completing the
audit for the Town of Riclimond for the year ended December 31, 2000. The balance
sheet shows the balances of the various cash and investment accounts the Town holds in
its name, the amount of taxes due at the end of the year and the amount due to the
Monadnock Regional School District as of December 31, 2000. There are also several
other minor amounts due that arise from general operations of the Town. Again, this
information was derived only from preliminary audit work done, Vachon, Clukay & Co.,
PC will be returning to complete the audit of the Town, including the Trustees of Trust
Funds and the Library.
22.
January 29, 2001
Tax Collector - Town of Richmond
105 Old Homestead Highway
Richmond, New Hampshire 03470
Phone: 603 239 6106
Office Hours: Mondays 7 to 8 PM
Wednesdays 3 to 5 PM
To:
xc
State ofNew Hampshire Department of Revenue Services
Selectmen Town o Richmond
105 Old Homestead Hwy.
Richmond NH 03470
From: Cornelius Moriarty
Subject: Addendum Richmond MS 61 Report
The funds from the two (2) properties that were deeded to the town are reported to the
Selectmen's office, and the Town Treasurer, using the accounts provided for receipt of
these moneys (under Redemption's Interest/Costs of MS61). The Town of Richmond
does not have separate accounts for properties that go to deed. If I change the MS 61
report to put the funds received on this line - 1 change what I report to the above offices
(Selectmen/Treasurer). While this may well be the last year this is an issue, below are the
values, which would go into this MS 61 line {turned sidewaysfor legibility):
DEEDED Property Income year 2000
Payment to Levy Year
Levy Year Tax Line Interest line Cost / Penalty Total
1997 3634.09 1363.83 99.50 5097.42
1998 3968.87 765.28 46.50 4780.65
1999 3269.80 00 24.00 3293.80
All Years 13201.87
You now have the figures ifyou need them for something - and the Richmond




TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT MS-61
r.Er 1
FOR THE MUNICIPALITY OF I^KM'>) v)NT^ YEAR ENDING ^^ ^ ^





BEG. OF YEAR* :
Property T«ifs IS?) 364. (b





Vifld Tiics /O 415.^0





TAXES COMMITTED ^^^^^^^^^^^, >,\s, ., ., , '
Property Taxes #3110 \2C'':,l-^~b
Resident Taxes #3180
Land I'se Change #3120
Yield Taxes #3185 SZO'^O.I^
Excavation Tax #3187 .'
Excav. Activity Tax #3188
VUU..^^^''''^'' ^"^1 #3189 5^M-U iliillli:- •




Land Use Change #3120
Yield Taxes #3185
Excavation Tax #3187
Excav. Activity Tax #3188
Interest- Late Tax #3190 ^^7.^1 0)^70], lO
Resident Tax Penalty #3190
TOTAL DEBITS $l,Z74,'$>'^'5JCo $1^7ZZ^.0o $ $
This amount should be the same as the last year's ending balance. If not, please explain.
24.
I TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT MS-61
Paee2








Property Taxes ^^'Z \\7.A*^ _L^^Z52:"^
Resident Taxes
Land Use Change
Yield Taxes ^1 p60 3^ |o_,475,^^
Interest ^t^^^^'^^Ttg.*^ SSZO"? %l-'^\ . \ o
Penalties
Excavation Tax @ $.02/yd. i+U^^o
Excavation Activity Tax
tJtilHrCliai feuj O^ ^V\ fifi i \I^ 3^5t^
Conversion to Lien (should equal line 2, pgJ)













UNCOLLECTED TAXES - END OF
YEAR #1080
Property Taxes z^^j-b^Z/t ' lfio3
Resident Taxes
Land Use Change
Yield Taxes 5 O^B. -
Excavation and Excavation Activity Taxes
Utility Charges
ZJ^
$1 Z.7^'6'^.TOTAL CREDITS $ie>z,^^^.^^
25.
TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT MS-61
MS-ol




\ 't^ *-^ O (Please specify years)
UnredMrncd liens Ililanrr ( Beg. of
FUoI Vr.
Sl.'^^,cf\ -2.4_^G5^A^/
Ufns Kiecuifd During Fiscal Vr. 47,^7G ,Z7 ~~ —
Interest & Costs Collrctrd
(After Lien Execution)
^^G -^"^ 4.40)\.c:fe \ 1^7033"^
TOTAL DEBITS $4S,6Z3,^6 $3J^^7, /^ $3^0/0.4 1 $
CREDITS
1




Redemptions '3,4^4.^« 14-55^60 n M)2.lr,
Interest & Costs Collected
(After Lien Execution)
#3190 dt^.SiS 443(.^6 6571.34
Abatements of Unredeemed Taxes
Liens Deeded To Municipality' S£'e i^dc t^ clOvi/v
Unredeemed Liens Bal. End of Yr.
#1110 24:481 2>3 18 -2.4^,2* 71-3^.87
TOTAL CREDITS
J
$ 32 zn ID i^lOlo^'^l $
Does your municipality commit taxes on a semi-annual basis (RSA 76:15-a) ?
y^s







1121 Bannister, Bonnie L, Joseph E
30 BARTOS, RICHARD
34 BEAMAN, EARL
1164 Beamanetal, Earl B
1145 Bednar.&Katherine Q, Dean J
62 BLESSED SACRAMENT COMMUNITY
1047 Brennan, Patrica
747 BREWER, TIMOTHY & SUSAN
699 BURKE, SHERRY
783 BURNS, RANDALL
1045 Carter, Michelle & Scott
110 CLARK, JAMES & CAROL
880 CLOUTIER, TRACY
115 COLE, KENNETH & VALERIE
727 Condon, Loreal




1104 Dieter, & Cahterine M, Richard
151 DIGERONIMO, MARCELLO & LUCIANO
158 DOREY, CHRISTOPHER
670 DROGARIS, ARISTOTELIS & MARIE
165 EISMONT, ROSTISLAV & JEAN
1001 Ellis, Robert H
595 FALL, WILLIAM
999 Gallagher, George C
1112 Gibson, Lisa M
203 CLICK, JOHN A
1022 Hammond et al, & Beatrice E, R
230 HATCH, WILLIAM & PATRICIA
234 HEIMANN II, CHARLES J
653 HILLOCK William & Sheri A Reynolds
1151 Holiday, Rene
254 HORNAK, WILLIAM & TONI
660 HOWLAND, HORNBY
281 KEANE, WILLIAM & ANDREW
282 KEARNES, KENNETH
770 KEENAN, JAMES
904 KEENAN, JAMES R
291 KNOWLTON, PAUL & MARIE
688 KROLL, CHARLES & MADELINE
1098 Kruse, Kip R
705 LABBE, LINDA
984 Lakeville Shores Inc
Tax Collector's Report
Unpaid Taxes 2000 Levy
Tax Due
2000 AcW TaxpayerName
$ 653 303 LaPLUME, RUSSELL & JUDITH
1014 Luce, Mathew
1149 Marchant, & Lisa A, Gary
1079 Martin, William
1089 Massi, & Robyn Filliman, David
793 MASTROGIOVANNI, PAUL & ROBERTA
342 MENTER, JOHN & SHEILA
606 MINER, SUSAN
354 MORGAN RESERVE ASSOCIATION
817 MULKERN TRUST, SYLVIA
897 MURDOCK, DONALD
1013 Murphy, Kelli J
370 NEAPING, KIMBERLY
1158 Newell, & Samanthe, Antony L
379 O'GORMAN, JOHN & SANDRA
383 OLNEY, DANIEL T & CAROLYN M
916 PRIMROSE, KATHLEEN, co Kathy B
412 PSNH
442 ROMANO, GERALD & CATHERINE
1070 Ryan, Francis & Whitney
816 SALETT, PETER
470 SMYTHE, SHERRY
475 STACHOWICZ, THEODORE & JANE
480 STRELITZ, PAMELA
852 SUL JR, EDWARD & JUDY
481 SULLIVAN, WILLIAM
483 SWANSON, CARL & FRANCINE
485 SWANSON, MARCIA
1071 Swanson, Timothy
1144 Sweeney, & Arleen H, Joseph J
495 THERIAULT, RAYMOND & BETTY ANN
911 TIETGENSJR, CHRISTIAN
524 WARME, RUNE & MARGUERITE
784 WEINSTEIN, EMANUEL & RUTH
1088 Wilcox, Jeanette M
877 WILKINS, RAYMOND & CAROLE
645 WILLIAMS, THEODORE
864 WILLIAMSON, ANNE


























































































* Total does not equal the Year end report:
1 taxes were not due until 01062001, 2 all
paid taxes were deleted from this section
27.
Tax Collector's Report
End of Year 2000
January 29,2001
Actit Taxpayer Name
Yield Tax & Gravel Tax
Amount Type
1 134 Amenquest Moilgage Co. (for W $ 356 Yield
1033 Balms. Wayne A 108 Yield
64 BOCCALINI, JOHN C 733 Yield
108 CERSOSIMO INDUSTRIES INC 928 Yield
1091 Codignotto Jr, John 496 Yield
136 CYR FAMILY LTD PARTNERSHIP 2,677 Yield
1113 Dicks, & Robin. Trevor 539 Yield
137 D'ORIO, FRANK & DORIS 320 Yield
1086 Goodnow, Lloyd P&Christopher 2,499 Yield
851 GOURLEY. JAMES & SANDRA 6,338 Yield
1014 Luce. Mathew 4,997 Yield
1161 Martin, David L 68 Yield
859 McNAMARA, RICHARD & BRIDGET 1,391 Yield
1158 Newell, & Samanthe, Antony L 380 Yield
1095 O'Brien, & Edward O'Brien Jr, 870 Yield
390 PAGE, JOANNA 2,033 Yield
394 PATNODE,, William 823 Yield
643 PEIRCE TRUSTEE, CHESTER D 358 Yield
1056 Pelkey, Royce L & Lori A 587 Yield
1073 Pollock, David 6,274 Yield
421 RAMSDEN, DAVID & PHYLLIS 282 Yield
424 RANDALL, RODNEY & DALE 199 Yield
432 RICHARDSON, LAURENCE 147 Yield
986 Richmond Realty Trust, co Heri 958 Yield
1019 Royce Jr, John J 981 Yield
749 SILVIA, MICHAEL 96 Yield
745 SPATH, DAVID & NANCI 350 Yield
901 SPRAGUE BROOK INC 5,241 Yield
1049 Stinson Family Trust, co Mary 1,259 Yield
485 SWANSON, MARCIA 660 Yield
1071 Swanson, Timothy O 354 Yield
883 SWANSON, WALTER 68 Yield
655 TAYLOR, JEFFREY 87 Yield
1085 Thayer, Christopher T&Tlna P 416 Yield
896 WATT, ALLISON 818 Yield
1008 Wolf Creek Investments 3,977 Yield
Total Yield Tax $ 48,669
327 MARTIN JR, EDWARD
443 ROTAAN INC







DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
Municipal Services Division




Less: Shared Revenues 6,204
Add: Overlay 35,113
War Service Credits 3,050
Net Town Appropriation 173,895
Special Adjustment
Approved Town/City Tax Effort
Approved School(s) Tax Effort
SCHOOL PORTION
Net Local School Budget
Regional School Apportionment 1,436,792
Less: Adequate Education Grant (516,967)








Equalized Va!uation(no utilities) x $6.60
45,357,855 299,362
Divide by Local Assessed Valuation (no utilities)
51,273,871
Excess State Education Taxes to be Remitted to State





Due to County 130,666
Less: Shared Revenues (670)
Approved County Tax Effort 129,996 COUNTY RATE
2.44
TOTAL RATE
23.18Total Property Taxes Assessed 1,223,716
Less: War Service Credits (3,050)
Add: Village District Commitment(s)
Total Property Tax Commitment 1,220,666
PROOF OF RATE
Net Assessed Valuation Tax Rate Assessment
State Education Tax (no utilities) 51,273,871 5.84 299,362
All Other Taxes 53,303,178 17.34 924,354
1,223,716
29.
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
Municipal Services Division
2000 Tax Rate Calculation (Cont'd)
TOWN/CITY: Richmond
Analysis of Values Assigned to Local and Cooperative School District(s)

















Local Education Tax* 620,463
*Pay These Amounts to School(s)
The cost of an adequate education is determined by the Departmen
Education based on weighted average daily membership in residence
each school district. Each school district's percentage of total \y
then calculated. Each percentage is then multiplied by the Town's
share of the state education tax amount to allocate a portion of the
state education taxes to each school district.
Pay Directly to State
The difference between the adequate education for each school district
and each school district's share of the state education taxes becomes
the adequate education grant for each school district.
Paid Directly from State
30.
TREASURER'S REPORT
BALANCE ON HAND, BANK OF NEW HAMPSHIRE, January 1 , 2000 43,622.10
Transferred from NH Public Deposit during 2000 504,949.51
Town Clerk
Motor Vehicle Registration Fees 130,692.85
Copy Machine Fees 79.40
Dump Stickers 2,010.00
Federal Liens & UCC 322.00










Bounced Checks & Redeposit 78.00
Maps 33.40
Tax Collector
Property Tax 1999 162,192.45
Property Tax 2000 990,014.98
Property Tax 2001 6.00
Property Tax Interest 5,322.21
Property Tax Penalty 4,247.72
Yield Tax 2000 41,818.45
Yield Tax 10,499.05
Yield Tax Interest 1 ,427.96
Yield Tax Penalty 46.50
Gravel Tax 2000 141.90
Tax Lien 1999 13,494.28
Tax Lien 1998 14,275.05
Tax Lien 1997 17,032.55
Tax Lien I nterest 1 1 , 330 . 89
Tax Lien Penalty 900.75
Miscellaneous (1.49)
State of New Hampshire
NH Revenue Sharing 11,522.00






Zoning - Subdivisions 37.60
Current Use 85.95




Sub Division Regulations 277.51
Sub Division 12.00
Police Report 123.40












Other Charges & Services


















NEW HAMPSHIRE PUBLIC DEPOSIT - General Account
Balance in NH Public Deposit. January 1, 2000
Deposit in NH Public Deposit
Transferred from NHPD to Bank of New Hampshire
Interest earned






NEW HAMPSHIRE PUBLIC DEPOSIT - Special Account
Balance in NH Public Deposit, January 1, 2000
Interest earned
Unexpended Balance December 31, 2000
POLICE DRUG CONFISCATION FUND
Beginning Contribution, August 1, 2000
Interest earned
Unexpended Balance December 31. 2000
FIRE DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT FUND
Beginning Contribution, August 1, 2000
Interest earned























































Town Clerk Vital Stats
Town Clerk UCC & Fed Liens
State Dog License Fees
Munic Agent Fee
Office Equipment























33450.00 31438.68 3261 .32
1500.00 570.37 929.63
13592.00 12980.75 611.25
3231 .00 3984.10 (753.10)
1157.00 900.84 256.16

























Salary Deputy Tax Collector
Deputy Treasurer













Tov.n Share Pica & Medical
NHMA Ins Trust BC/BS






3000 00 2420 00 580.00
1200 00 1 222 63 (22 63)
3720 00 3960 00 (240 00)
6000 00 2456 50 3543 50
400 00 400 00
200 00 200 00
2800 00 700 53 209947
535 00 78691 (251.91)
820 00 231 18 58882
1420 00 64378 776.22
587.00 44 95 54205
900 00 712.80 187.20
475.00 117 00 358.00






























Gas Vets Hall Stove
Refuse Removal
General Repair


















































Total Cemetary 1 ,700.00 1 ,700.00
Insurance












Uniforms & Personal Equip
Public Service







































































1000.00 828.65 171 35











Reacue Squad Supplies 1000 00 1528 46 (528 46)
Radio & Communications 100.00 1037.00 (937 00)
Veliicte Repairs 100.00 100.00
Fuel 100.00 3052 69 48
Training 2600.00 1 705 00 895 00
Immunization 500 00 35 00 465 00
Protective Clothing 500 00 500 00
Mtscettaneous 100 00 37600 (27600)
Total Richmond Rescue 5000 00 471 1 .98 288 02
Protective Clothing/Special Equip
NFPA & HEFA Equipment
Defibillater 6000 00 6000.00 000



























Fire Dept Equip Fund
Meadowood














Snow Plow & Sand




Class 5 Road Expense







































































Total Health Administration 50.00 50.00
Outside Agencies
Home Health Care 3,000.00 910.00 2,090.00
Monadnock Family Services 924.00 924.00
Keene Community Kitchen 1 ,500.00 1 ,500.00
Southwestern Comm Services 500.00 500.00
The Samaritans 500.00 500.00
Camp Holiday 500.00 500.00
Green Thumb 600.00 600.00
Total Outside Agencies 7,524.00 5,434.00 2,090.00
General AssistanceA/Velfare
Rent 1 ,900.00 290.00 1,610.00
Food 500.00 500.00
Utilities 1,000.00 1 ,000.00
Pharmaceutical 500.00 500.00
Gasoline 100.00 100.00
Total General Assistance/Welfare 4,000.00 290.00 3,710.00
Total Old Age Assistance 1 ,000.00 1 ,000.00
Community Park
Maint & Mowing 150.00 126.00 24.00
Playground Equip 50.00 50.00
Basketball Court
Total Community Park 200.00 126.00 74.00
Recreation Department
Day Camp 1 ,000.00 750.00 250.00
Holiday Functions 1 ,000.00 1 ,200.00 (200.00)
Total Recreation Department 2,000.00 1.950.00 50.00
Town Beach
Repairs 900.00 542.98 357.02
Miscellaneous 100.00 100.00
Total Town Beach 1 ,000.00 542.98 457.02
Library
Librarian 7,215.00 7,166.25 48.75
Library Trustees 9,065.00 9.065.00
Total Town Library 16,280.00 16.231.25 48.75
Interest Short/Long Term Notes
Interest Long Term Notes
interest Tax Anticipation Notes











Fire Truck Cap Reserve (1995)
Police Vehicle Reserve (1998)
Total Capitol Reserve
Total Budget Expenditures
Paid to Other Governments
Cheshire County
Monadnock Regional
Total Paid to Other Governments
Tax Collector Purchase Taxes
Teix refunds for overpayment









4300 00 4300 00
15000.00 15000 00
15000,00 15000 00
4500 00 4500 00
20000 00 20000 00
3000 00 3000 00
61800 00 61800 00 000
466430.00 417742.86 60753 14
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Vachon. Clukay & Co.. PC
(. cnifu'J rtihlic A<.\i)unhjnts
45 Market ^troiM
M.uuluNtci. New H.iinp>liin.- 1)3 11)1 r)32
K\\: ^:M4^:




1 05 ( )ld I lomcstcad Highway
Richmond. New Hampshire 03470
Dear Members of the Hoard:
\V c expect to complete the fieldwork in connection with the audit of the Town of
Richmond's December 3 1 . 2000 tlnancial .statements no later than March 1 5, 2001 . Unless we
encounter circumstances beyond our control the completed reports will be available within six
week of that date.
Vcr\ truly yours,
Vachon. Clukay & Co., PC
mm L. v^cwiv




I hereby submit my report of receipts from January 1, 2 000
through December 31, 2000.
Boat Fees & Permits $140.92
Check Penalties 100.00
Copy Machine 79.40
Dog Licenses (313) 2,059.00
Dog Penalties 742.50
Filing Fees 9.00
Landfill Fees (201) 2,010.00
Marriage Licenses (7) 315.00
Misc (maps) (postage) 33.40
Motor Vehicles Issued (1415) 130712.85
1 Issued Free
Municipal Agent Fees (1254) 2,508.00
Subdivision Regulations 10.00
Tax Liens & UCC '
S
322.00
Vital Search Fees 516.00
Zoning Ordinances 35.00





Revenue collected this year in the Town Clerk's office in-
creased again, almost $17,000 over last year! More and more cars
are being registered; 360 more than when I started in 1991; $70,000
more money than in 1991.
My continued thanks to Terri O'Rorke and Deb Vaughan for all
their hard work. Also thanks to Dominick Mondello who has been a
great help as our Green Thumb worker.
New motor vehicle laws are being passed all the time. Starting
in January anyone registering a vehicle older than a 1989 will need
to bring in not only a bill of sale but also one of the following:
a. Previous issued NH Registration, b. Valid Out of State Title, c.
Verification of VIN (Form 19A) . Please don't hesitate to call if





SELECTMEN'S Rl-PORT FOR THE YEAR 2000
The tlrsi successful thing thai happened this year was the enor-free conversion
otThc computer systems to aNoid the N'2K bug. Ihis was due to the amount of effort
and prc-phmnmg that was done m l'>^)^), as well as (he sssteni upgrades.
As our state legislators work to fuul a reasonable solution to the school funding
pa">blcm. we worked w ith our school board to come to terms w ith se\ eral school issues.
After much prodding, we were gi\en a list of studenis lluit we are currenth' paying for.
rhis list had main enors that were identified, and some of the conections were made.
One of the unresoKed issues is how home-schooled children are accounted for. Any of
these students that are co\ered by the Monadnock School District, we pay for. The
reasoning of the School Board is that these students may use the resources and after-
school programs olTered b\ the school, and at any time may return to the school system.
Since It worked ver\ well last year, our town Road Agent recommended that the
w inter road mainicnance. for 2000-2001, again be awarded to two contractors. He also did
several projects to improve some of the town roads. The most ambitious being the work
done on Whipple Hill Road.
With the general overseeing of Town business, we also did some more work on the
tow n buildings. The X'eterans Hall had its bulkhead and back entryway repaired, and the
tloors were coaled w ith a new, longer-lasting epoxy. The insulating of the building was
also completed. The Tow n Hall had insulation blown in and the lights and wiring replaced.
A new handicap access ramp w ill be built in the Spring. The Civil Defense building saw
much w ork done to install running water and a bathroom, which met several obstacles.
Those are being overcome, and the unit should be finished soon. All three buildings were
w ired w ith a generator receptacle, so that they may be used to house people during emergency
situations, using the generator that the fire department owns.
This year has seen a slight decline in growth for our town. There were a total of
41 building pennits granted: 1 1- new homes, 7- additions, 7- bam/garage/sheds, 6- porches
or decks and 10 other building and demolition projects. This is down 22% from last year.
Again we enjoyed working with Camp Takodah and they were gracious in giving us 2-
two-week camperships. There were 5 entries and the winners were Brian McDonald and
.A.my McDonald. The Board also supported the Eagle Scout project by Barry Smith that
resulted in the building of the sign boards at the 4-Comers.
The Board looks forward to a very busy year ahead, especially with the celebration
being planned for the Town's 250th Anniversary. We invite all our citizens to participate in
some way in the festivities. We also extend our appreciation to all our dedicated volunteers,
tow^n employees, and elected officials who keep Richmond up-to-date with the world,
while prescning our rural, relaxed atmosphere.
Respectively submitted. The Board of Selectmen
Edward C. Campbell, Chairman Miriam Johnson Dana Taylor
42.
TOWN MEETING AND ELECTION RESULTS
Congratulations to all of the newly elected Town Officers! Thanks, too, to all of those
who ran for office. It was great seeing so much interest and willingness to serve.
Those elected are as follows:
Selectman (3 >t) Dana Taylor
Selectman (2 yr) "Mim" Johnson
Cemetery Trustee (3 yr) "Cookie" Remick
Trustee of Trust Funds (1 yr) Bill Hatch
Planning Board (3 yr) Robert Coy
Planning Board (3 yr) Ludger Morin
Town Clerk (3 yr) Pam Goodell
Library Trustee (3 yr) Susan Flagler
In regards to the zoning ordinance amendments, all passed except for #4 and #13. This
means a building permit is NOT needed for structures less than 1 00 square feet, and the
setback requirement from an abutter's property line, where the only structure permitted is
fencing, remains at 25 feet.
All articles on the warrant passed except for #13 concerning the police department
budget. $52,592 for operating expenses for a full time and part-time police officer was
defeated. Instead voters chose to raise and appropriate $33,140 for operating expenses
for a part-time police department.
As expected, a great deal of discussion centered around these police department issues.
A lot of opinions were presented on both sides of the full time/part-time issue. Question
was raised as to why a part-time officer was not hired in 1 999 and why a police vehicle
had not been purchased. There was discussion about the need for the police vehicle to be
4 wheel drive. The selectmen were asked if they will be recruiting part-time officers.
The Town voted to add $20,000 to the Fire Truck Fund. Bud Jacobson said that
would make about $95,000 in the fund. He said they would probably be considering a
truck in the $180,000-$200,000 range.
The selectmen were asked to itemize what the $4,500 for the Town Hall Insulation
Fund would be used for. Ed Campbell said the price was based on one bid.
Thje people were told that the Green Thumb program is a government program
designed to enable qualifying senior citizens to be in the work force. Green Thumb
screens and hires applicants who are over 55 years old with limited income and who are
willing to work 20 hours at minimum wage. The government pays all wages and there is
NO expense to the Town. We currently have 2 Richmond people working for the Town
cin the capacity of clerical aids to the Town Hall Offices and the Police Department. The
program and the emploees have been of great assistance to those of us who have
supervised them.
When the Municipal Building Fund was discussed, it was suggested that the selectmen
develop a plan.
Mim Johnson reminded people of the importance of filling in the census and returning
it.
Terri O'Rorke presented Dana Flanders, retiring Captain of the Richmond Rescue
Squad, with a plaque in recognition of his years of service. Dana received a standing
ovation. Thanks Dana for all your dedication.
Thank you to everyone who helped count votes. Town Meeting ended at 1 0:PM, but
counting went on until 1 :30 AM. For some of us that made a 1 5 hour day. That is not the
record, however. Dot Robbins, former Town Clerk, tells me that one year they got done
counting at 10:00 AM!
43.
2000 rriistces of Trust Funds Town Report
This is my first year really being involved in the maintenance
of the various tmsts the Town of Richmond has established.
At the beginnini: o\' the year there were three of us on the
committee. Bill Hatch. Shirley Heisse and myself, hi October,
Bill Hatch moved out of town. He has very skillfully run the
committee almost single-handedly for many years. We will miss
hmi. riianks Bill, tor all \our years of service.
During the year we did some research into the methods by
which we might increase the return on our trust fund investments.
Most funds were held in CD's or Passbook Savings accounts
returning between 27c and 4.5% interest annually. Now the
bulk of the funds has been invested through the New Hampshire
Public Deposit hivestment Pool and is returning 6.38%. This has
dramatically increased our total yearly income on the funds in trust.
\\'e hope to be able to continue this trend toward inaximizing,
with very limited risk, the value of the Town of Richmond
funds entrusted to our care.
Douglas Bersaw
Trustee of Trust Funds
Town of Richmond
Rescue Squad Report
In the year 2000, your Rescue Squad has seen the addition of 3 new EMT
volunteers We have also added, through the generosity of the Town, a new defibrillator.
The Rescue Squad is made up of trained and dedicated volunteers who give a lot
of their time to provide the Town with emergency services. We also respond with the Fire
department
To report an emergency, dial 911, describe the problem and tell what is already
being done Give your name, the location, the number of persons involved and the phone
number you are calling from. Remember DO NOT hang up, as additional information
may be needed
Again, many thanks for the wonderfiil support that we receive from the Town and
the family members of our volunteers.
Respectfully Submitted,
Terri O'Rorke, Captain.
Mike Baliey Buzz Shaw
Joe Filipi Lolita Shaw
Bud Jacobson Dick Webber





Road Agent Report Year Ending 2000
To summarize the year, we began in January with a few frozen culverts on Bullock,
Activity and Martin Roads. The roads were closed February 28th for mud season. In
March we began cleaning ditches and culverts. April there were beavers on Taylor Hill
to contend with. Grading of the roads began in May and calcium was put out in June
for dust control. Brush was cut in July and Finnish Grade began ditching and
sweeping Mill, Sandy Pond, Fish Hatchery and Morgan Roads on July 6 & 7. July 8
Finnish Grade put out crushed gravel, loading, trucking, spreading and grading 1 190
cubic yards on Pond Woods, Bullock and Lang Roads. Scraping of Whipple Hill bridge
was started July 28. August 21st Whipple Hill, Turnpike, Lang, Bullock, Taylor Hill,
Tully and Martin Roads were regraded and touched up. Continued to cut brush
throughout August and dealt with beavers on Martin Road. Winter bids went out
September 13th. September 18 & 19 1 .2 miles of Morgan Road got chipseal. Work
done on Turnpike Road September 20 & 21 entailed removing A big stone from
Turnpike Road by the Garone property
,
putting in a new culvert by the McWhirk
property and repairing the corner at Turnpike and Scott Mountain Road. September
22nd new culverts were put in on Whipple Hill Road by John Hillocks' and on Martin
Road below the church. Cold patch was put down on Fish Hatchery Road from the
Fitzvy^lliam end on October 3rd. J.A.F. Industries delivered 100' of 12" culvert and 100'
of 1 5" culvert. October 23 the roads were graded and touched up. October 24th the
scraping and painting of Whipple Hill bridge was completed. Mulch hay and silt fence
were purchased November 2nd for new construction to re do the corner on Tully
Brook Road. The project began November 6th as new culvert was installed , the area
graded, mulch hay was put down. New reflector posts were installed to complete the
job on November 13th. On November 20th a new culvert was installed on
Greenwoods Road by Rod Pierces' property. A hanging stump was removed on Taylor
Hill Road November 21st. December 4th brush was picked up on Turnpike Road. A
wash was filled in on Taylor Hill Road December 18th. December 23rd Mary Beers
painted a new Fish Hatchery Road sign.
Respectfully submitted,
Leonard Davis, Road Agent
Tax Collector's Report
End of Year 2000
January 22, 2001
The old tax delinquency to the town continues to go down. Current property taxes
collected in the year 2000 are slightly behind - this is due to the late issue of
second half of the bill (final due date was January 6, 2001). The late issue (of the
bill) was caused by the school district being late with their budget requirements.
Things should be back to normal a few weeks into the 2001 -year.
Public Service ofNew Hampshire continues to protest (and not pay) the billing of
the state portion of the school tax on their property that does not have commercial
development. As a result, we have a small portion of 1999 and 2000 levies that
will not be collected or backed by a lien - without further action by the state. The
legislature took no action on the problem in 2000. There are about 30 other towns
in this situation.
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StatisticalK, the year 2000 was a repeat of the previous year 84 tone alerts, including
bnish fires, motor \ehicle accidents, mutual aid responses, and rescue calls, kept us as
busy as we care to be Staffing remains essentially the same in numbers A tew key
pefiple mo\ed tVom town, and were replaced by new comers (fortunately for us.) We are
constantK looking tor people interested in serving the town in the fire and rescue
companies
We are pleased with Diluzio Ambulance Service and have renewed our contract for 2001.
The Fire Department is once again asking the taxpayers to put $20,000 towards the
replacement of our U^TO GMC pumper .Again, we urge our citizens to think and act with
the safety of their families and property in mind at all times. Number your mailboxes and
houses so that we can find you rapidly Minutes lost may mean lives lost or homes
destroyed We extend our thanks to our volunteers for their commitment and their time.
Thank you, also, to the taxpayers for their continued support.
Bud Jacobson, Chief
Mike Pearsall, Deputy Chief

















TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN AND STATE FOREST RANGER REPORT
There are 2,200 Forest Fire Wardens and Deputy Forest Fire Wardens throughout the state. Each
town has a Forest Fire Warden and several Deputy Wardens who assist the Forest Rangers with forest fire
suppression, prevention, and law enforcement. The number of fires reported during the 2000 fire season was
below average as referenced in the statistics below. Despite this, our network of fire towers and detection
patrols were still quite busy with the fire towers being first to report over 135 fires. These fires were quickly
and accurately reported to the local fire department for their prompt and effective suppression efforts.
Wildland fires occurring in areas where homes are situated in the woodlands are a serious concern for both
landowners and firefighters. Homeowners can help protect their homes by maintaining adequate green space
around them and making sure that houses are properly identified with street numbers. Please contact the
Forest Protection Bureau to request a brochure to assist you in assessing fire safety around your home and
woodlands.
To aid your Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department and State Forest Ranger, contact your local Warden
or Fire Department to find out if a permit is required before doing ALL outside burning. Fire permits are
required for any open burning unless the ground is completely covered with snow where the burning will be
done. Violations of RSA 227-L:17, the fire permit law and the other burning laws of the State of New
Hampshire are misdemeanors punishable by fines of up to $2,000 and/or a year in jail. Violators are also liable
for all fire suppression costs.
There are eleven Forest Rangers who work for the New Hampshire Division of Forests and Lands,
Forest Protection Bureau. Forest Rangers have investigated numerous complaints regarding violations of the
timber harvest and forest fire laws, and taken enforcement action to ensure comphance. If you have any
questions regarding forest fire or timber harvest laws, please call our office at 271-2217, or for general
information visit our website at www.dred.state.nh.us .
The State of New Hampshire operates 15 fire towers, 2 mobile patrols and 3 contract aircraft patrols.
This early detection system and reports from citizens aid in the quick response from local fire departments.
These factors are critical in controlling the size of wildland fires, keeping the loss of property and suppression
costs as low as possible. Due to permitting and fire safety concerns, please contact your local fire department
BEFORE using portable outdoor fire places and vessels, including those constructed of clay, concrete or wire
mesh.
Please contact your local fire department before doing ANY outside burning.
REMEMBER ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES!!
2000 FIRE STATISTICS



























* Miscellaneous (powerlines, fireworks, structures,
OHRV, unknown)
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RicH.\to\D Police DepartmentAnnval Report
As we conipleto the tirst vear of the twenty-tlrst ccntur^', the Department Heads
embrace in the task ot'wntmg the annual report To me, this is a very difVicult task. 1 have
so much to talk about with only hmited space Although the activity this year appears to
be down on total numbers, we ha\e been able to breakdown the 'Tails for Service" in
more detail In resiewmg the statistical intbmiation, 1 have noted a decline in motor
\ehicle activity This is due m part to the olVicers placing more time into lengthy
m\estigations of criminal activity, papeiAvork involved in the investigation and
administrative reports In March there was a residential burglary in excess of $10,000.
Ihis incident occurred in broad daylight and appeared to have been interrupted by the
homeowner Ihe report came in as a burglary in progress. Fortunately the suspects tied
the residence and the homeowner was uninjured. An officer was called at home to
respond to the call
I'he absence in availability for the police department to do regular patrol is
troubling Patrol is a ver>' important part of keeping the roads safe, protecting our
property and the lives and safety of the citizens in Richmond and its visitors.
Unfortunately, in a part-time police department this becomes a problem but is a reality.
\o pros ide a proactive approach to law enforcement is hard. I have reviewed town
reports dating back into the mid 1980's where the prior Chief of Police also found this to
be an issue For part-time officers to juggle their flill-time employment, families, training
and continue to provide adequate service to Richmond is becoming to demanding. With
the nse in overall activity continuing to expand it is inevitable that a change be made.
The question is "does something serious need to occur or does someone need to get
hurt'.'"' before that change occurs.
rhe NH State Police have been very helpflil 'taking up the slack" in the calls in
Richmond. They have found it to be laborious, due to manpower shortages and budgetary
issues to invest the time into all of the communities. It is not unusual to have only two or
three State Troopers working the Troop-C territory that embraces Cheshire and Sullivan
counties. The total number of towns they cover is forty.
As many of you may know, in September, we hired an additional part-time
officer. Mark LeBelle was hired bring the staff to two part-time officers and a special
officer He is easygoing and very approachable. Mark is an exceptional addition to the
police department. Welcome aboard Mark!
I would also like to thank Bob VanBroklin for his continued dedicated service, to
Margie Wyman, our "Green Thumb" assistant, for her hard work with the department, the
other departments within the town and all of the citizens of Richmond. 1 look forward to
the upcoming year. Remember to register your dogs by April 1*. The continued

















All Other Larceny 1
Vehicle Theft 1
Fraud- Insufficient Funds Check 7















Traffic Accident-Non Reportable 6
Traffic-Vehicle off Road-Not Accident 1
Littering-Illegal Dumping 2
Investigation-Other Agency Request 1
Animal-Cruelty to Animals 2
Animal-Stray Dog or Cat 13
Animal-Dog Nuisance 4
Animal-Dog Bite 2




Assist Other Richmond Police Officer 1
Assist Richmond Fire/Rescue 23
Assist Richmond Town Hall 5
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Call Type Totals
Aiisisi Richmond Public \\ orks 2
Assist Other Agenc\ Jurisdiction 36
Assist RichnxMid lnicriicnc\ M;inagcment 1
Assist Ml State Police 1 roop-C 4
Akinii- Business Burglar) 1
Akirni- Residence BurgkuA 13
^11 Hang-up Abandoned/Open line Calls 6
I ost PropcrtN 1
Found Property 6
Missing Person-No loul Play Indicated 2
JuNcnilc Runa\va\ 1
Juvenile Complaint-Non Criminal 2
Citi/en Assist 41
Disiibled Motorist 4
Return Property (Seized) 1
Civil Problem 3
VIN Inspection 1
X'acant Property Check Request 1







Pistol Permit Check Requests 4
Police Information 14
Follow Up Investigation 104
Manner o f Operat ion Aleil s 4
Criminal Arrest Warrant 1
Paperwork Service 34
Attempted Paperwork Service 13





Total Calls for Service 882
Total Investigative Case Numbers Drawn 78
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Assist other Jurisdiction 2
Attempted Suicide 1
Burglar Alarms 7








Fatal Motor Vehicle Accidents 1
Juvenile Problem 1
Loud Noise Complaints 3
Missing Children 2
Motor Vehicle Accidents 17










Unlawful Activities (Littering) \
Total Emergency Calls for Service 75
Total Investigative Case Numbers Drawn 40
These figures do not include Traffic Stop Summonses, Traffic Stop Warnings, Follow up
Investigations, or Callbacks.
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The >ear 2000 included a bus\ agenda and a time of changes for the Richmond
L'onser\alion Commission Our secretar\ of more than 30 years, Pete landv, retired in
Ma> atU^r sen ing so eomjvtently as one of the original members organized under the
guidance of the late Harry J Bennett Pete unselfishly gave his support from pruning
trees in the fown Forest, to cutting brush and grass in the Quaker Cemetery, to making
sure our meeting records, reports and letter corres|x>ndence were accurate and
accountable We thank and wish hini the lx;st during his well deserved retirement.
His desire to conser\e the lown's natural resources and rural character will continue to
be one of the Commission's primar\ goals.
Rruce Purrington an a\ id outdoorsman and conservationist, has been appointed
our newest member and we welcome him to the Commission as we face the challenges
of 2001
The Commission osersaw and financed the removal of the large White Pine
which posed a hazard to the Quaker Cemetery . The Richmond Historical Society
expressed interest in the care of the Cemetery and grounds so the balance of the Mary
Hunt Memorial Fund, established from the generosity of past donations, was transferred
to the Society, to assist in the cost of the future maintenance.
We wish to remind everyone that the Conservation Commission has never
requested nor spent any town tax dollars for our expenses or projects. Our funds have
been acquired from the generosity of donations, Conservation Commission members'
projects and income generated from selective, timber harvesting. It is our intent, that
our own funding initiatives will sustain our future goal of conserving and protecting our
Town Forest and resources.
The Commission is continuing with the completion of the Conservation Easement
on the Bennett Town Forest with the Monadnock Conservancy and it is hopeful this will
be in place by the summer of 2001. We will continue to manage and improve the Bennett
Forest as prescribed in our "Forest Inventory Management Plan" of 1996 and we










Thirteen amendments to the Zoning Ordinance were proposed in March, which in most
cases corrected flaws in the Ordinance identified by our lawyer and the Board of
Selectmen. Eleven of these amendments were adopted by the voters.
One subdivision, by James and Betty Buzzell was approved. It consisted of seven lots,
approximately six acres each, located on Route 1 19 across from the Morgan Road.
The Board began work on a revised Master Plan (the last version was written in 1982).
As a start, a questionnaire was distributed to all registered voters and resident tax payers.
The purpose of the survey was to determine the view of the future of the town, problems
that need to be addressed, and what should be done. The results of this questionnaire, the
old plan, interviews with other town agencys and advise from Southwest Regional
Planning Commission are being used to formulate the revised plan. The objective is to
complete the revised plan this year.
Gordon D. Oxx, Jr., Chairman
LIBRARY REPORT FOR 2000
The library added 445 books, 14 audio books and 23 video cassettes during the year
2000. There were between two and three hundred paperback books donated to the library's
collection replenishing the ones that no longer circulate. The library also gained 17 new
borrowers during the year. This summer's reading program was once again successful with 57
children participating. The Richmond Day book sale brought in $ 1 54.00 for the library.
We are thrilled to announce that public internet access is now available. The computer
was provided by the State ofNew Hampshire by their One Stop Job Search Program through the
good offices ofDana Taylor. Thank you Dana! We also extend thanks to Ted Aldrich for his
services in cormecting us to the internet.
Sue Flagler was elected to a three year-term on the board of trustees at the March town
meeting.
Both Dianne and the Library Trustees would like to thank the people of Richmond for
their continued support of the library from the all important budget approval to the donations of
time, books, subscriptions, and labor - it is all very much appreciated. Without these generous
donations things would not run as smoothly as they do.
The library hours are Tuesdays 4:30-8:00, Thursdays 4:30-7:00, and Saturdays 9:00-1:00.
If you haven't visited the library, please come and browse and please bring your children. Many
wonderful reading experiences await both the young and old (with plentiful recommendations).










RK HMONl) PUBLIC LIBRARY
2000 Jinancial Report
as of December 3 1 . 2000
TREASl'RER'S CHFCKINC; ACCOUNT
Balance iii Checking Account as of I/l/OO $13,628.36
1 own Appropriation, minus librarian's salary (voted 3/14/00, rcvd 6/00) 9,065.00
Total S22.693.36
ipiQQME
NOW Account Interest 441.23
Donations 250.00
Miscellaneous Income 872.74
Book & Map Sales 274.90
Fines & Copier 332.75
Trust Fund Interest 265.09
EXPENSES
Books & Periodicals 4,974.45
Office Supplies 246.50















* $700 budgeted. $357.94 reimbursed to Treasurer
from Archives passbook account on 1/10/01.




General Purpose Passbook Account 53 1 .46





Treasurer, Library Board of Trustees
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GREEN THUMB
Every year, Green Thumb's demand for services increases. There is a rapidly growing
number of older workers who come to us for help in securing jobs. We also try to serve as many
local organizations as we can. Therefore, we are asking each of our host agencies to focus on
the value of the services that Green Thumb currently provides. In salary alone, our participants
earn an average of $7,000, even at minimum wage, to perform valuable work. Last year we
served well over 700 mature workers in New England by providing them with additional skills
training, placing them in community service agencies, or finding them jobs with private employers.
We truly appreciate your partnership and continued support of Green Thumb in its efforts
to expand training and employment opportunities for mature workers.
RICHMOND ARCHIVES REPORT - 2000
2000 was another year of growth and accomplishment in the Richmond
Archives. Beginning with winter work on the "house books", information, pictures
and data on one hundred twenty-seven homes from Richmond's early days to the
year 1900, which was organized by address, using materials from our collections,
leaving space for additions in the future. A total of six volumes was conserved
in acid free binders. Each month articles (from the Archives) appeared in the
Richmond Rooster. Many visitors, inquiries, gifts of memorabilia, photographs,
and the sharing of information, were added to the archival collection. Thus our
history grows ! Summer ended all too soon and our annual open house with
displays of the new work accomplished this year was held at the Civil Defense
Building and Archives on "Bar-B-Que Day." Many guests enjoyed reminiscing
over the photographs and memorabilia. More beautiful gifts arrived with our
visitors, all historical items used in Richmond more than a century ago. October
brought the gift of a computer for the Archives (which we had hoped for 15 years
ago.) Our Trust Fund provided a small amount to get the bits and pieces together
and at present, we are using a free Internet server. We hope to have a scanner
working this coming year. Our budget of $700 from the Town Appropriation
was short-lived, as costs of materials continue to climb. About $350 was also
used from our Trust Fund for materials and supplies. We thank everyone for
gifts and contributions and the Town for its support.
I would like to thank Ruth Flanders for her hard work, use of her computer,
and dedication to the Archives, cataloging our collections. Also, thanks to Sandy
Laughner for moving collections about on exhibit day. The Richmond Archives
is open by appointment (239-4590) Tuesday - Friday 9 am - noon.
Respectfully submitted,
Norma Thibodeau, Archivist




I would like to thank all of the people who have helped me over the last nine
years that I have served on the Richmond Recreation Committee. I have
enjoyed working with the children and parents of this community. I look
forward to the new committee members that will be taking charge of the
committee and wish them the best in all of their future endeavors.
The first Recreation Committee event for the year 2000 was the annual
Easter Egg Hunt. Camp Takodah donated the use of the Friendship Lodge
for this annual event. The event was well attended and everyone seemed to
enjoy the crafts, refreshments and gifts that were given to all of the
children. Hunting for the eggs was a favorite and everyone had a good time.
As has been our tradition, students who graduated from high school were
given a gift certificate to the Toadstool Bookstore and a card congratulating
them on their accomplishments. A number of recipients acknowledged their
gift with a thank you note.
Summer of 2000 offered swimming lessons and a mini-camp to Richmond
residents. Camp Takodah was very flexible and helpful in setting up our Red
Cross Swimming Lessons. A mini-camp was offered in the morning for
children during the first two weeks of swimming lessons. Parents came and
helped out with their children. During camp, children were able to play
games, practice archery, cook and make a variety of crafts. Considering the
low-key nature of the camp, it was well attended and went very smoothly.
Swimming lessons were once again very well coordinated and many of the
children who attended made great improvements in their swimming skills.
The Recreation Committee marched in the Richmond Days parade and threw
candy to the children watching the parade.
The Halloween Party took place at the new dining facility at Camp Takodah.
The attendance was rather low, but the families that came had a great time.
We had refreshments, played bingo and played games. We ended the
evening with costume judging and pinatas. It was nice to be indoors, because
the weather was bad the evening of the party.
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The Holiday Sing-a-long took place in December. Attendance was low for
this event but the families who attended enjoyed the refreshments, singing
and a visit from Santa. The Richmond Town Library received a donation of
books from the gifts that were left over from this event.
Two dance events were scheduled in 2000, although they will take place in
2001. On January 6^*^ we had our first dance event for families at the new
dining facility at Camp Takodah. The event was relatively well attended for
a new event. The people who attended had a great time. I only hope that
more people will take advantage of the second family dance, which is
scheduled for Saturday, March 10^^ at the new dining facility at Camp
Takodah. The Moving Company of Keene is providing lessons, music and loads
of funs for families who attend. Refreshments will also be served.
I would like to thank Camp Takodah and the Cheshire County YMCA, and
specifically Erin Friedman for all of their help with Recreation Committee
Events during the year 2000. Good luck to the new Recreation Committee
members and thanks to everyone who has helped to make our Recreation
Committee events successful over the past nine years.
Sincerely,
Oiane Bush (Committee Member for 9 years)
Suzanne Oeegan (Committee Member for 4 years)
THE COMMUNITY KITCHEN
As always, the Community Kitchen was busy again this year. From January thru
September 2000, they averaged 550 families every week receiving food from the pantry.
Of the 3,938 unduplicated individuals assisted, 22 were from Richmond. Eleven (11) of those
were under the age of 19 and only one (1 ) was over 59.
There were 20,333 boxes distributed, which contained over 454,500 meals. These
boxes contain about a week's worth of basic foods such as cereal, juice, milk, breads, pasta
and sauce, meat, soups, dessert items and personal care products. Seventy-two (72) Richmond
residents received boxes of food containing a total of 1,935 meals at a cost of $948. 15. Based
on these figures, the totals projected for Richmond for 2000 as being 96 boxes with 2,579 meals.
November and December are busier because of the holidays. The Kitchen relies on
donations and volunteer labor to help provide this necessary service. If there is a need for
their assistance, the Community Kitchen is located at 37 Mechanic Street in Keene. The
phone number is (603)-352-3200.
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Richmond S.^0 Commission
17^3. \ n\ \ ()\- RICHMOND, Nt:\V HAMPSHIRE 03470 200S.
During the past year, the Richmond 250 Commission
sought out resident's ideas about our year long celebration,
made up a tenative schedule of events, and listened to reactions
to "the plan". There were a few criticisms, a few suggestions,
but mostly the response was: "It's a great idea, as long as
someone else is doing the work."
This coming year, we move from planning to organizing.
Some of the planned events already have groups ready to work
on them. These events are pretty much assured success. Others
will have to be cut from the schedule if no volunteers come
forward. Each month, the ROOSTER will announce an organizing
committee meeting for the event that will follow one year later.
That committee will then work independently on their event,
reporting to one of the Commissioners.
^t this point, the schedule of events looks like this:
February 23,2002 - Town Birthday Party at the Veteran's Hall,
Pot Luck Supper, Musical Program, Historical
presentations. Community Awards
March 12,2002 - Town Meeting- Brief presentation about the
first town meeting and explanation of how we elected
our officers for the first two hundred years
April 13,2002 - Community Clean Up Day - Getting dressed up
May 11, 2002 - Richmond 250 Parade
June 15, 2002 - Town Picnic at Camp Takodah
July 6, 2002 - Town wide Yard Sale
September 8, 2002 - Town Fair and Firemen's Barbecue
October 2002 - Richmond Quilter's Quilt Show
November 2, 2002 - 250th Dance at Veteran's Hall
December 7,2002 -Wrap-up Supper at the Veteran's Hall.
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HOME HEALTHCARE, HOSPICE & COMMUNITY SERVICES
In 2000, HCS continued to provide home care and community services to the residents
of Richmond. The following information represents a projection ofHCS's activities in town. The
projection is based on actual services provided from January-September 2000 and an estimate
of usage for October-December.
Service Offered Services Provided
Nursing 217 visits
Physical Therapy 41 visits
Speech Pathology visits
Occupational Therapy visits
Medical Social Worker 1 visits
Nutritionist 1 visits
Homemaker Hours 35 hours
Aduh In-Home Care 105 hours
Home and Community Based Care * 19 hours
Home Health Aide 1 1 7 visits
*This is a Medicaid program that offers extended home care services on a nursing home
level at a lower cost.
Total Richmond residents served 15 (unduplicated)
Projected actual cost for services $30,362.00 (Supported by funding through
Medicare, Medicaid, insurance sources, grants and patient fees.)
Prenatal care, hospice services and regularly scheduled wellness clinics and child health
clinics are also available to residents. Town funding partially supports these services.
SOUTHWESTERN COMMUNITY SERVICES INC.
Summary of assistance provided to the Community ofRichmond
Child Care/Education Head Start $ 14,532.00
Nutrition/Health Breast Feeding Peer Counseling 22.00
Commodity Supplemental Food 96.00
Women's, Infant & Children (WIC) 9,591 .00
Energy Fuel Assistance 7,935.00
Homeless Services Emergency-Transitional Shelter 135.00
Total amount of assistance provided $ 32,3 1 1 .00
Total number of households served 26
Total number of residents assisted 64
Average benefit per household $ 1,242.73


































Discounts Given 5,, 962,. 14-
Contractual Adjustments 5,, 504 , 62-^
Uncollectable 2,, 098,,15-


























7 Other Psychiatric Facility
4 Law Enforcement/Correction
1 Private MH Practice
3 Social/Community Agency
7 Non-Psychiatric Physician
1 Employee Assistance Program




TOWN OF RICHMOND SCHOOL RECAP
2000
1999 - 2000 Monadnock School District Tax Assessment $ 859,877.00
check # Month payment amount
9712 Jul-99 $ 87,768.00
9813 Aug-99 $ 87,768.00
9932 Sep-99 $ 87,768.00
9991 Oct-99 $ 87,768.00
10096 Nov-99 $ 87,768.00
10157 Dec-99 $ 87,768.00
Six month payment total $ 526,608.00
Balance due for 2000 $ 333,269.00
10291 Jan-00 $ 48,540.73
10408 Feb-00 $ 48,540.73
10498 Mar-00 $ 48,540.73
10584 Apr-00 $ 48,540.73
10728 May-00 $ 48,540.73
10791 Jun-00 $ 48,540.73
Six month payment total $ 291,244.38
Balance due
2000 - 2001 Monadnock School District Tax Assessment
Local Assessment $ 620,463
State Property Tax Total $ 299,362
$ 42,024.62
$ 919,825.00
10897 Jul-00 $ 48,540.73
11043 Aug-00 $ 55,544.83
11096 Sept-00 $ 55,544.83
11195 Oct-00 $ 55,544.83
11312 Nov-00 $ 55,544.83
11392 Dec-00 $ 55,544.83
Six month payment total $ 326,264.88
Liability due 2001 $ 635,584.74
61.
Payroll 1 or Year Ending December 31, 2000
Adams, 1 \nnM. $15,966.60
Aldrich, Iheodore $273.06
Bloom. Jonathan $76.90
Campbell, b:d\vard C. $1,500.00
Davis, Leomird R. $8,550.50
Dickinson, Richard $126.18
D'Orio, Doris $233.04
Flanders, Ruth J. $750.00
Goodell, Pamela J $14,318.00
Goodman, Terri $7,464.00





Moriarty, Cornielius F. $3960.00






Taylor, Dana A. $1,500.00
Van Brocklin, Robert $1,551.63
Van Brocklin, Sylvia $305.39
Vaughan, Debra $1,301.34
Wood, Andrew M. $17,178.00
Total $98,198.64
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Resident List lowii of Riehmoiid
As compiled from liucnton Forms
Adams 1 \nii M











Au\ il, Sandra L
Bailey. Michael E
Baker, Irene T
Balcom. Chad N - c
Balcom. Erin L - c
Balcom, Jesse J - c
Ball, Alexander J - c
Barfield, Brian K
Barfield. Karen L
Barfield, Kyle J - c
Barfield, Ryan H - c
Barlow, Maria
Barlow, Roy E
Bashaw, Cassy M - c
Bashow, Latashia S - c
Bause, Chris S
Bause, Matt R - c
Bause, Pam J
Beauregard, Mark J
Becklo, Andrew C - c
Becklo, Bonnie, L
Becklo, Carl H
Becklo, Cassandrs L - c






Bersaw, Barbara L - c
Bersaw, Douglas A
Bersaw, Katherine M - c
Bersaw, Kathleen M
Bersaw, Sharon Rose - c





Bielunis, David J - c
Bielunis, Pamela J
Bielunis,Amy L - c




Blais, Kali - c
Blais, Kyle F - c
Blais, Roxanne
Bloom, Felicity R - c
Bloom, Jonathan M










Boudreau, Joey M - c
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Boudreau, Lynn A
Boudreau, Nicole - c
Bradley, Valarie
Brady, Emma E










Brunk, David T - c
Brunk, JoshuaW - c
Brunk, Katie K
Brunk, Robert A - c
Bryan, Sr Maria Philomena





Burdick Jereme S - c





Burns, Sara - c
Bush, Aaron O - c
Bush, Christopher N
Bush, Diane L
Bush, Elizabeth A - c
Bush, Hannah R - c
Bush, Michael M - c
Butterfield, James E
Butterfield, Kathryn K
Butterfield, Kristen R - c
Butterfield, Megan L - c














Carpenter, John H III
Carpenter, John H IV
Carrier, Mary E
Carrier, Roger A Sr
Carter, Joshua J - c
Carter, Justin E - c
Carter, Michelle J
Carter, Scott L
Carter, Scotty L II - c
Clark, Marcia A
Clark, Sara A - c









Coll, Jacob E - c





<.\Midoii, I oical R
L\Mincs-l cdor, 1 Ii/abcth A
L'oplcN. Paul I-
L\mc\ . Dax ul A
C\mc\ . 1 Iclclcna







l\nirscr. I Icika M - c
C\^\. Nanc\' E
Co\ , CarU n M - c
Co\ . Robert S
Croteau, Craig R









Dalton. Danielle M - c
Dalton, Ronald D III - c
Davis Joseph D Sr
Davis, Beverly J
Davis, Cathv A















Duca, James R c
Duca, Maureen T
Duca, Robert A

































Fraizer, Brandon L - c





Frazier, Christopher J Sr
Frye, Amanda L - c
Frye, Anthony M
Frye, Catherine A








Goldberg-Jaffe, Noah - c






Goodnow, Jennifer A - c
Goodnow, Kathy J
Goodnow, lloyd P





Goulas, Steven S Jr














Haley, Cecil R - c








Haskins, Reta R - c
Haskins, Sean W - c
Haskins, Terren M - c
Haskins, TerryM
Haskins,, Becky R
Hastings, Kyle - c
Hatch, John - c









Heise, Roy B II
Heise, Shirley C













odiiiiian. 1 iac\ A
olbrook. Sandra J
ollcnbeck. Burton Ci jr
ollcnbcck, Man' E
oliiu Donald 1-
oini. Donald F Jr
Holm. Marion F
llonkela, Michael A
Horner, Brittany N - c
Homer, Jeffrey L
Horner. Mekenna M - c
Horner, Michele M






Hulett. Maxwell F - c






Jackson, Shannon M - c











Jose, Bovven J - c




Keane, Alex M - c
Keane, Dolores M
Keane, Matt E - c





Kimball, Steven P - c
Kimbrell, Roy W
Kimbrell, Sharon E







Koenig, sr Mary Laurence
Koenig, Theresa
Koenig, Vincent























Laughner, Georgia T - c
Laughner, paul A Jr
Laughner, Perry W - c
Laughner, Susan W






Lescynski, Susan E - c
Leslie, Kyle - c




Letourneau, Dominic A - c
Letourneau, Joesph C
Letourneau, Raymond C - c
Lewis, Kim M - c














Maluf, Bro Francis B





Margand, Clare M - c
Margand, Gerald J
Margand, Nina R - c
Marsh Russell 1
Martin, Edward L Jr
Mason, George h Jr
Mason, Kimberly E








Maynard, Arthur W Jr
Maynard, Corey J
Maynard, Dustin W - c
Maynard, Riley A - c




McDonald, Amy N - c
McDonald, Brenda
McDonald, Brian L
McDonald, Brian L Jr - c
McDonald, Christopher D - c
69.
Mcleod, e harles E
Mchaftcx, Jo\cc 1
Merchant, McLian A - c
Mcrchanl. Ixlcr R - c
Mcrnt'icUl X'clina E
Men 1 field, 1 rancis II
Mcrnticld. Jcrald A
MciTi field, Susan A
Mcicalf, Shelley M
Mcuse, Michelle M
Meiise. Tiniotln R - c
Meuse, William R
Miller Paul I) c
Miller. Albeil J - c
Miller, Brigettte M - c
Miller. Dennis A - c
Miller. Katharine M - c
Miller. Margaret M - c
Miller. Mark W
Miller. Maiy M























Mullins, Annette E - c




Nash, Ashley A - c
Wearing, Casey R - c
Wearing, Erin F - c









Nunn, Stephen - c
O'Brien, Bernadette E - c
O'Brien, Michael E
O'brien, Michael E Jr - c
O'Brien, pamela J
O'Brien, Patrick J - c





Olney, Christopher T - c
Olney, Daniel T
Olney, Rachel A - c
Oxx, Carol P
Oxx, Gordon O Jr
Packard, Robert L
Parker-Tietgens, Catherine M
Patch, Cody A - c




Patch, OHvia J - c
Patnode, WiUiam B
Pearsall, Andrew T
Pearsall, Gregory - c













Ploszas, Christopher - c
Pogorzelski, Stanley









Pursell, Lynsey, E - c








































Russell, Cindi - c
Russell, Gary - c
Russell, Jeffrey - c
Schmidt Alyssa M - c
Schmidt, Alan J
Schmidt, Channez M - c
Schmidt, Jason H
Schmidt, Linda M
Seltzer, Catherine L - c
71.
Se It/or, Ciicg S
Shanks. Katin
Shanks. \\ illiani
Shaw, llorbort R III












Smith. BaiTv M - c
Smith. Dorothy M
Smith. Jennifer - c
Smith. Justin - c
Smith, Kayla - c
Smith, Lacie M - c




Snow , Alicia L - c






Spath. Andrew D - c
Spath, Christopher T - c
Spath. David A
Spath, Nanci M


































Torkelson, Bro Joseph J
Tourigny, Kathryn
Tourigny, Levi J - c
Tourigny, Ross R
Tourigny, Sage K - c





VanBrocklin, Emily R - c
VanBrocklin, Hugh W
VanBrocklin, Laura J - c
VanBrocklin, Robert W
VanBrocklin, SylviaM
Vaughan, Brian W - c
Vaughan, Debra A
Vaughan, Susan N - c
Vaughan, Wesley T















Wharton, Brandon - c
Wharton, Jill M
Wharton, Robert B





Whitham, Devin C - c
Whitham, Kathleen D
Whitham, Rylan M



















Zatowski, Tad - c




SAME OF OWNER(«) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL <Gross Tax
Aoklc-r. Doroiln
5.OCA Tolman Place 33500 36500 70000 1622.60
Ahmed, Handi ^ Aida
lO.lOA 1382 1382 32.03
Aldrich, Theodore & Jaye
13.20A Carpenter Place 50950 67000 117950 2734.08
Allen. Charles ^ Latulippe, Jacqueline
3.50A Williams Lot 26750 26750 620.07
Allrn. Mark Ss Michelle
4. 1 lA Barden Lot Tract 1 39150 47350 86500 2005.07
Amato, Robert J..
8.80A Camp Site 13200 13200 305.98
Amato, Arthur T.
9.70A Part ofTaft Lot 40550 66650 107200 2484.90
Amato, Thomas
3.50A Jacobson Sub 27750 27750 643.25
Anderson, Norman E.
6.00A Soderman Lot 10200 7950 18150 420.72
Angell, Carol P
3.04 C Martin Sub Lot 35650 58950 94600 2192.83
Annas, Pamela J.
3.00A Morgan Reserve Lot 8 30500 33000 63500 1471.93
Apuzzo, Salvatore & Carmen
37.50A Carpenter Lot 61700 61700 1430.21
Archambault, Theresa
30.00A Monument Rd 2401 27500 105800 135701 3145.55
Archambault, James R
5.4A Mill Lot 34100 30000 64100 1485.84
Arnold, Steven L 86 Donna C
12.8A Donqui Farm 894 33500 123400 157794 3657.66
14.00A Pt of Lee Woods 1159 1159 26.87
Atkins, Edith
160.OOA Bullock Place 21160 55080 68400 144640 3352.76
6.00A Schoolhouse Lot 406 20500 3150 24056 557.62
1.8A Sandy Pond Lot 149 149 3.45
5.80A Part of Aldrich Lo 940 940 21.79
72.70A Bullock Lot Tract 11788 11788 273.25
Atkins, Edward 8b Tracy L
0.5A Home Place 24500 33150 57650 1336.33
Auvil, Sandra
5.10A Kelton Lot 37150 27500 64650 1498.59
Bailey, Hamilton
20.OOA Starkey Lot 2370 2370 54.94
20.20A Martin Cook Lot 2085 2085 48.33
84.OOA Bolles Lot 13621 13621 315.73
55.OOA Bolles Lot 6955 6955 161.22
297.OOA Whitney Place 28607 166000 94526 289133 6702.10
Bailey, Heimilton 86 Nancy
13.50A Howard Lot 58750 58750 1361.83
60.OOA Norwood Lot 1 6049 6049 140.22
40.OOA Norwood Lot 2 4520 4520 104.77
lOO.OOA Nims Lot 12736 12736 295.22
116.50A Bryant Lot 11873 11873 275.22
74.
















9.00A Part of Thayer Place
Ballou, Rev Trust, Laurence






















Barfield, Brian 8b Karen
22.40A Bullock-William #4
Barghoorn, Steven F
48800 63200 112000 2596.16
81A Home 13134 13134 304.45
13 lA Harkness Lot








Barlow, Roy 8b Maria
3.90A Aldrich Lot Tract 1







5.40A 42550 133950 176500 4091.27
Bartlett, Roy M. 8b Simone A.
9.30A Barber Lot 14450 6050 20500 475.19
Bartos, Richard 8& Audette, Betty
5.90A Blodgett Place 47100 38800 85900 1991.16
Bartos, Richard
3.16A Honey Hill Lot 1
Bassett, Cortland A
26900 26900 623.54
11.40A Wood Lot 9100 9100 210.94
Batista, Joe
11.55A 38900 38900 901.70
Bause, Christopher 8b Pamela
3.40A Home Place 32500 33100 65600 1520.61
Beal, Mark 86 April
1.7 Davis Place
Beaman, Earl
27050 58950 86000 1993.48
3.00A Bryant Lot




81100 4850 85950 1992.32
2.00A Pt of Mullen Lot
Becklo, Carl 8b Bonnie
34000 34600 68600 1590.15
21.70A 2845 2845 65.95
8.30A Robert Martin Lo 2270 31750 98150 132170 3063.70
Bednar, Dean J. 8b Katharine Q.
l.OOA House Lot 5000 5000 115.90
Beers, Mary Hawley
5.01A Part of Beers Lot
Bennett, Shaun
35250 52950 88200 1717.27
5.00A Part of Bullock Lot 23800 23800 551.68
1.25A Bolza Cottage
Bense, Roger 86 Joanne










NAME OF QWWKR^a) C/USK LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
EJerg, Chnatopher 8^ Joann
5.OCA Curtjss Lot Tract 2
Bcrglin. Carl F. & Violet H
9.30A Kishrr Lot Tract 6
Berman, David flk Brenda
11.1 Granite Hill Lot 5 604
Bernard T & Geraldine M. Hill
7.0A Nancy Brown Lot
Bersaw, Douglas & Kathleen
6.40A Greenwoods Rd
Berube, Norman & Kristen
7.08A Barden Lot Tract 2
Bielunis, Alan 8b Pamela
5.50A Granite Hill Lot 4
Bigda, Richard
6.20A Brickyard Brook Lot 8
Blackledge, James & Maureen
11.30A Brickyard Brook 1 178
Blair, 1999 Revocable Trust
2.10A Baird Home Place
7.30A Baird Place Tract 2




Blais, George 85 Helena
2.00A Southwick Place
Blessed Sacrament Community
1 1 1.87A Thompson-Howe 7565
Boccalini, John C.
28.00A Part of Walker Place





Boscarino, Steven A. 85 Jean
6. 1 lA Part of Fay Martin Farm
Boudreau, James G. 85 Gayle J
6.20A Coburn Lot 6
Boudreau, John 85 Lynn
7.50A Colony Hill Lot 19
5.OCA Factory Land 86 Lots
Boulay, Joseph 85 Crowl, Terri
4.60A Martin Rd
Brady, James 85 Mary
7.04A Route 32
Bragg, Mark 85 Susann
15.70A L/B Martin Lot 789
Brennsm, Pati^icia
61A Garfield Place 4885
Brewer, Donna L.
6 1 .42A Part of Carroll Lo
Brewer, Geraldine
1.00A Howe Tavern Lot
Brewer, Kevin 86 Mary
l.OOA
37700 60150 Q7850 2268.16
4 1400 83750 125150 2900.98
33100 107750 141454 3278.90
32800 80600 113400 2628.61
43850 142500 186350 4319.59
41750 84400 126150 2924.16
42400 74350 116750 2706.27
37050 76450 113500 2630.93
27950 120700 149828 3473.01
32650 124100 156750 3633.47
10950 10950 253.82
26750 47300 74050 1716.48
33550 114200 147750 3424.85
27500 96200 123700 2867.37
40700 48265 1118.78
46700 98100 144800 3012.91
43900 43900 1017.60
28750 37850 66600 1543.79
35550 89600 125150 2900.98
43650 151200 194850 4516.62
29550 29550 684.97
50900 80450 131350 3044.69
34850 57550 92400 2141.83
29400 83650 113050 2620.50
38150 130000 168150 3897.72
35000 41350 77139 1788.08
32500 15200 52585 1218.92
39200 39200 908.66
32500 58000 90500 2097.79
28500 62050 90550 2098.95
76.
NAME OP OWNBR(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
Brewer, Timothy & Susan
9.00A Parker Meadow 27000 27000 625.86
Brickyard Brook Common Land
12.3A 1018 1018 23.60
Bridge,Carl 85 Ann, Rev Trust
5.00A Twitchell Lot - Ea 811 811 18.80
5.00A Twitchell Lot - W 811 811 18.80
Briedis, Robert
23.63A Burgess Lot 9450 9450 219.05
Britha, Virginia
8.00A Sprague Lot 38000 116400 154400 3578.99
Brokenshire Trust
0.50A Cottage Lot - Campsite 22000 2250 24250 562.12
12.00A Home Site 662 32000 86350 119012 2758.70
0.50A Sandy Pond Lot 41 41 0.95
12.00A Whitney Place 994 994 23.04
150.00A Tucker-Newell Lo 11086 11086 256.97
Brooks, Roger 86 Phyllis Revocable Trust
18.00A Beals Lot 293 15000 5450 20743 480.82
0.5A Rice Brook Camp 400 400 9.27
26.00A Rice Lot 1722 1722 39.92
40.OCA Sherwin Lot 2650 2650 61.43
30.10A Rawding Place 2244 30000 90200 122444 2838.25
26.30A Part of E. Cass PI 2178 2178 50.49
0.75A House Lot 62 62 1.44
70.00A Naramore Lot 5382 4000 9382 217.47
Brown, Edward 8b Deanna
3.00A Lord Lot 7500 7500 173.85
Brunelle, Richard 8b Deborah
2.00A Morgan Reserve Lot 3 21500 21500 498.37
Brunk, Kathiyn 8b Thibodeau, Joseph 8b Norma
10.53A 58550 52200 110750 2567. 19
Bruno, Anthony
5.30A Colony Hill Lot 21 38150 68550 106700 2473.31
Bryan, Rev. John
12.00A Barrus Place 47500 27900 75400 1747.77
Buck, David A Sb Marilyn M
3.20A Brickyard Brook 36350 99450 135800 3147.84
Budaj, Frank Sb Cynthia
0.60A Cass Pond Cottage Lot 25000 21200 46200 1070.92
Buffum, Warren J. 86 Cathy J.
15.70A Swan-Whipple Tr 1300 1300 30.13
Bugatch, Amy
1. lOA Karen Jensen PI 26500 74350 100850 2337.70
Bugatch, Sharon 85 Thresher, Elmer 85 Hazel
2.00A Part of Southwick Lot 29000 79250 108250 2509.24
Burdick, Douglas V
3 Home Place North 36100 61850 97950 2270.48
Burke, Sherry
2.10A Morgan Reserve Lot 21 33000 22250 55250 1280.70
Burns, August
12.10A L Howard Place 1303 1303 30.20
86.90A L Howard Place 9437 47200 106950 163587 3791.95
Burns, Randall
7.20A Pt of Hood Place 41100 48900 90000 2086.20
Bush, Christopher 86 Diane
28.50A Amidon Lot 431 33500 71600 105531 2446.21
Busick, Richard V.C. Sb Deborah L.
2.50A Boquist Lot 2 29750 120700 150450 3487.43
77.
NAME OF OWNER(«) C/USE LAND BLEKIS. TOTAL Gross Tax
















J.OA Pt of L Cass Place
Butterfieki. .lames fV Kathrr>n
7.20A Colony Hill Lot 10





Calzini, Richard & Patricia & Calzmi, Joseph & Irene
39.33A Jacque Lot 3257
7.00A Lang Lot Tract C
Camph>ell, Edward & Barbara
3.20A Bullock Rd Lot 1
3.20A Bullock Rd Lot 2




Carbone, Robert J. & Peggy Ann
5.50A Granite Hill Lot 6
Camie, James 8b Mary
3.22A Carnie Sub Lot 1
3.19A Camie Sub Lot 2
25.60A Harden Lot Tract
Carpenter, John 86 Brenda
2.00A Pt of Jones Land
Carrier, Roger Sr 85 Mary
1.70A Davis 85 Montgomery Pla
Carter, Micehlle 85 Scott
3.22A C Martin Lot Sub
Cass, Estate, Lyman
8.00A Crooker Meadow





70.60A Part of Hill Lot
Cersosimo Anthony




Chase, Christopher L. 85 Pelletier, Lea T.
5.20A Bullock Road Lot 10
Clark, James 86 Carol
3.16A
Clark, Steven 85 Marcia
3.80A Aldnch Lot Tract 2
Clarke, Maureen P.
3.00A Morgan Reserve Lot 10
Cloutier, Tracy
1.1 OA Walter Johnson PI
Codignotto, John Jr.
3.70A Morgan Reserve Lot 31



































































Cole, Kenneth 8b Valerie
14.30A Boyce-Swan Lot
Coll, William 8b Debra
12.00A Barden Lot Tract
Conant, Gilbert 86 Margaret
115.00A Mills Webster




Connell, Daniel 85 Abigail
6.30A Colony Hill Lot 15
Copeland, Glenn 8b Patricia
0.50A Part of Home Place
Copley, Allen J 86 Dawn M.
40.OA Whitcomb Lot
Copley, Paul Sb Kimberly
8.00A Brickyard Brook L-11
Corey, Ronna
5.12A Route 32
Cormier Ronald A Sr, 8b Alice M
4.09A Pt of Thompson Howe
Corrody, Robert E Jr. et al
6.40A Greenwoods Rd
Cossa, Mario
17.55A Adams Lot - Sout 1162 39350
Country Road Realty (C Chamberlain Land Value)
13A Amidon Thompso 2108
Courchene, Hector
12.50A Swan-Whipple Tr





5.70A Bullock Rd Lot 9
Coy, Robert 8b Mehaffey, Joyce
15.0A Burbank Lot
Coy, Robert












Csizmadia, Joseph 8b Eileen
3. lOA Part of Beers Sub
Currier. Bruce










































































Cwshin^. Koiiald ^ Gail
O.JOA
C>T Family Limited Partnership
55.50A Quaker Lot Tract
81.00A Bigelow Lot
67.60A Liimatamen Plac
47.40A Cronk Farm Lot
34. 5A




lOO.OA H Ballou Lot
40.00A Martin Lot
DAlessio, Thelma L.
2.00A Morgan Reserve Lt 2
DOrio, Frank & Dons
5.10A Cragin Curtiss Tract 5
Daher, William & Camilla
3.62A Greenwoods Rd
Daigneault,Thomas Ss Patricia
5.60A Coburn Lot 4
Daley, James T
75.00A Allen Lot




Davis Jr Trustee, William
3.00A Sprout Land
Davis, Joseph 86 Cathy
5.10A Brickyard Brook L3
Davis, Leonard 8& Valma
14.49A Mary King Place
Davis, Lynn
3.05A Mary King Place
Deegan, Mark J 85 Susanne
4.70A Coll Subdivision
Deem, Shannon C.
5.10A Coburn Lot 5
Delo, Martha
50.00A Allen Taylor Lot
12.00A Burbank Lot
Demuth, Sharon
5.20A Morgan Reserve Lot 26
Dickinson, Richard 86 Alice M. Revocable
8.30A Home Place
Dicks, Trevor 85 Robin
8.10A
Dieter, Righard 86 Catherine
3.190A Honey Hill Lot 2
Digeronimo, Marcello 86 Luciano
0.50A Williams Mill 86 Lot
1.70A Phillips Lot Tract 2
0.30A Blake Lot Tract 3
23.50A Phillips Lot
36.30A Blake Lot
5.20A Phillips Lot Tract 1
























































































































NAMB OF OWNBR(s) C/USB LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
Dilello, Catheryn
1.60A House Lot
Dixon, Dean 85 IngersoU, Patricia
3.48A Brickysird Brook Lot
Dorey, Christopher
22.80A Don Browo Tract
Drew, B. J. 85 Margaret
9.30A Fisher Lot Tract 5
Drew, Richard 86 Alicia
48.OA Martin Lot
Drogaris, Aristotelis 86 Marie
2.20A Rt 119
Duca, Robert 85 Maureen
0.25A Barrus Lot
Dunn, Thomas 85 June
5.02A Cronk Farm Lot 4




15.00A Bullock Lot Tract
Dutton, Francis P. 85 Debora L.
15.90A Bullock-Williams
Dzakonski, Joseph 8b Florence
7.70A St Clair Sub
Eismont, Rostilav 86 Jean
1. lOA Pt of Burgess Pla
2.30A Pt of Burgess Pla
4.44A Jacobson Lot
5.10A Putney Place
26.43A Adams Lot - Sout
Ellis, Robert H, Simmons, Wanda J
6.6 lOA





71.00A Dr Cass Lot Rl 1
4.0A
lO.OOA J. Beaman Lot 1
225.0A Ware Lot R9
20.00A Taft Lot R13
9.00A Putney Lot R12
45.OA Harris lot R16
Fedor, Stephen 8b Elizabeth
64.00A Quinn-Grogan Lo
Felegara, Robert 86 Elizabeth
3.44A Cronk Farm Tract 2
Fernandez et al, Ida 8b Victor
3.43A Greenwoods Rd
Fernandez, Ida 85 Victor
3.43A PT of Thompson Howe #2
Filipi, Arnie 8b Theresa
5. 1 lA Part of S Bowen Lot
Fillian Trust, Rev
35.00A Part of L Cass Lo
30500 38400 68900 1597.10
32200 145900 178100 4128.36
3373 25000 28373 657.69
34500 34500 799.71
3080 29500 124350 156930 3637.64
34300 102000 136300 3159.43
21000 36950 57950 1343.28
TJ
35400 58100 93500 2167.33
rl.
980 28300 99550 128830 2986.28
68 68 1.58
2432 2432 56.37
240 29000 64950 94190 2183.32



















3695 35500 134000 173195 4014.66
31150 69700 100850 2337.70
33650 129400 163050 3779.50

















Fish Jr. O Neil i^ Viola
0.75A Home Place
Flagler Jr. Richard E.
3.47A Cronk Farm Lot 1
Flanders Revocable Trust
97.70A Eller Hale Lot
Flanders, Dana 86 Carol
5. lOA Cragin Curtis Tract 3
Foote Jr, George
152.0A J Ballou Lot
80.OA L Ballou Lot





Frampton, David 85 Margaret
7.50A Tolman Meadow
8.30A Twitchell Lot




Fr>'e, Anthony 85 Catherine
5.90A Colony Hill Lot 20
Fusco, Mark Anthony
l.OOA Burnll Lot 86 Camp
Gagnon, Hilaire 8b Elsie
l.OOA House Lot
Gallagher, George C
6.50A Lang Lot Tract D
Gallagher, Steven 85 Diana













Goldberg, Fred 85 Jaffee, Roberta
20.OOA Shinn Place
Goodell, Boyd 86 Pamela
30.50A Lang Lot Tract H
Goodell,- Freda 86 Gilbert
334.OOA Aldrich-Cass Lot
75.OOA Sawyer Putney L
17.OOA Hovey Lot R24
Goodnow, Lloyd 86 Kathy
5.30A Don Browo Tract A
22.60A Don Browo Tract 3340
Goulas, Steven Jr 86 Elizabeth



















































































31500 52300 83800 1942.48
82.










Gourley, James 8s Sandra
83.00A Cummings Lot 6161
Grandy, Henry 8b Adell 8b Chester 85 Albona
lO.OOA Southergreen Place
Grashow, Gary 8b Davidson, Lisa
13.90A Nancy Brown Lot
Graves, David 8b Judith
50.20A Bullock-Williams
15.00A Bullock 86 Whitcomb
Greenfield Co
46.90A Cook Lot
29.BOA J Beaman Lot 2
10.30A J Beaman Lot 3
15.90A Martin Lot Tract 1
Greenspan, 8b Mill Berejo, Daniel
4.0A Morgan Reserve L 30
Greer, John
3.03A Martin Lot
Guerra, Ann 8b Guerra Clara
l.OOA Home Place
Gunnerson, Darren 8b Madden, Tracy
5.30A Fisher Lot Tract 9
Gurian, Michael
120.00A Lewis Cass Place
Gustafson, Michael 8b Patty
5.40A Coburn Lot 2




Hadley, Daniel 8b Judith
4.50A Pt of Swan Lot
2.BOA Pt of Fisher Lot
Hagar Jr, Barbara 8b Arthur
3.00A Howard Place
Hallas, Henry 8b Louise
18.30A Part of Taylor Lot
25.00A Perry Place
7.00A Part of Mattson P
Hallas, Herbert
12.00A Part of Holbrook Lot




1.40A Morggm Reserve Lot 17
Hamilton, W. Michael 8b Castellino, Comeau 8b Collier
3.50A Morgan Reserve Lot 13 35000 22B00
Hamm, George 8b Verena
15.BOA Nichols Lot
Hammon, Micheal P. 8b Reese, Lauren S.
0.30A Cass Pond Lot 6 Cottage
Hammond, Beatrice E. 8b Romie D.
3.10A C Martin Lot Sub



























































NAME or OWNKR{«) C/USE LAND BLDaa. TOTAL Qro«« Tmx
Hams. Arthur fl^ Paincia
5.30A Granitr Hill Lot 2
Hams, David & Julie
41350 102300 I43o50 3329.81
3.7dA Honry Hill Lot 4
Hart, Kenneth G fl* Young, Patricia
42300 106400 148700 3446.87
4.10A Home Place West
Har\'ey, Alan
35150 74300 109450 2537.05
l.OOA Ryan Home Place
Haskins, Terence fls Rebecca
27500 26350 53850 962.95
5.00A Stanley Amidon Place
Hastings, Randy









Haught, Robert & Anna
4.00A or Cass Lot 32000 56150 88150 2043.32
Hay^^'ard, Frederick 85 Carole
1.70A E. Cass Place 27050 115500 142550 3304.31
Heimann, Marjorie
160.OA Williams Black R ].1978 11978 277.65
34.OA Activity Area R27 2097 2097 48.61
94.OA Activity Area R26 5279 5279 122.37
45.OA Bowen Lot R21 1708 1708 39.59
.038A 45 45 1.04
23.00A Thompson Lot R 1904 1904 44.13
4.31 A Honey Hill Lot 9 24950 24950 578.34
3.54A Honey Hill Lot 10 23800 23800 551.68
6.41A Honey Hill Lot 11 28100 28100 651.36
lO.OOA 380 380 8.81
Heise II, Roy & Jennifer
6.30A Nutting-Coburn Lot 37200 69550 106750 2474.47
Heise, Roy & Shirley
76.3A Jonas Wheeler Place 211520 173600 385120 8927.08
33.1 Otis Cass Lot 64064 64064 1485.00
4.00A 24500 24500 567.91
Herman, Kenneth 8& Melissa
6.58A Route 32 464 29025 145750 175239 4062.04
6.24A Greenwoods Rd 1012 1012 23.46
Herron, John M. 8b Linda S.
5.00A 36950 125100 162050 3756.32
Heyes, Fred L
23.00A Scott Lot 46000 46000 1066.28
Hill, David 86 Patricia
2.50A 405 405 9.39
6.50A 896 896 20.77
1.60A 132 132 3.06
Hill, Jonathan
12.00A Bigelow Lot 3748 3748 86.88
Hill, Jonathan, 86 Jennie Lu, Joslin , Roger 85 Ruth
1.1 5A Bennett Home Place 37000 50950 87950 2038.68
29.00A Scott Lot 3591 3591 83.24
l.OOA 162 162 3.76
2.75A 1344 1344 31.15










Hill, Rebecca & Jennie Lu
4.00A 839 839 19.45
0.33A Schoolhouse Lot 15000 5400 20400 472.87
6.00A Lawrence Flat 2279 2279 52.83
84.







32.00A Irene Lot 2868
5.00A Scott Meadow 414
Hillock, John 86 Audrey
1.75A Robert Hillock Land
Hillock, Willieim 8b Reynolds, Sheri
5.49A
Hoar, Alexander
90.00A Martin Lot 8b Ca
Holbrook Family Trust
55.00A Piper-Sherwin Lo
192.OOA Noah Perry Place
Holbrook, Sandra
6.20A Morse Place
Hollenbeck, Burton 86 Mary E.
24.74A




Honkala, Michael 8& Glenn, Melinda
90.00A Randall Lot 2998
Hornak, William 8b Toni
45.OOA Robert 8b Dave H 6158
15.OOA Hornak Lot 2053
2 12.00A Hornak Lot 34376
Horner, Jeffrey L 8b Michelle M




48.10A Sprague Rd 830
Hulett, Gerald Sb Marguerite
7.00A Shinn Lot 8b House
3.00A Whipple Hill
Humphrey, Austin 8b Lahoma
6.90A Bullock Rd Lot 7
Huston, Dennis M. 86 Evelyn B
7.90A Fisher Lot Tract 8
Hybels, Derk 8b Carl 86 Ralph
8 5.50A Cy Taylor Lot 9361
38.70A Swan-Corliss Lot
Imon, Wayne 86 Frances Trustees
3.27A Lot #2
Institute of Catholic Dogma Inc
3.32A Greenwoods Road
Isaac, Barbara






Jacobson, Eino 86 Sara
6.40A Brickyard Brook Lot 2
2868 66.48
414 9.60
29250 45850 75100 1740.82
38750 63300 102050 2365.52
6200 3450 21556 499.67
8918 206.72
32000 178900 241384 5595.28
38800 30400 69200 1604.06
38300 252000 293211 6796.63
25500 37550 63050 1164.98
5730 132.82




33200 149500 182700 4234.99
55300 69550 124850 2894.02
830 19.24
36500 74300 110800 2568.34
32050 25850 57900 1342.12
41950 79375 121325 2812.31
44300 199600 243900 5653.60
9361 216.99
21650 2400 24050 557.48
38600 140100 178700 4142.27
32500 152800 185300
35100 22200 57300 1328.21
6050 6050 140.24
24850 600 25450 589.93
26000 47050 73050 1693.30
41150 96900 138050 3200.00
85.
N.\ME OF OWKER^»)
vlanc Carey Revocable' Trust
6.720A Route 32
Jarvis, Donald & Arlene
2.00A Home Place
Jar\TS. Jesse R
6.90A Jesse Jarvis Lot
Jillson, Jane
1 .OOA Sherwood Place
Johnson Family Trust
33.OOA Carl Johnson Lot 12903
Johnson, Albert & Elinor
5. lOA Lang Lot Track K
Johnson, Carl & Haversat, Eric J. & Patricia J








Joslin, Roger & Ruth 86 Hill, Jonathan 86 Jennie Lu
15.OOA Carpenter Lot 1242
Karevy, Albert 85 Harville, Patti
2.50A Campbell Place
Keane, Stephen 85 Delores
5.30A Route 32
Keane, William 85 Andrew
3.20A Morgan Reserve Lot 11
Kearnes, Kenneth
38.94A Perry Lot 3762
Keenan, James
33.OOA Buffum Lot 3623
14.OOA Buffum Lot
Keene, City of
0.50A Part of Swan Place
Kelley, David 85 Elizabeth
51.80A Starkey-Bullock 2626
Kellom, Richard
60.OOA Sprague Lot 3778
Kibler, Lewis 85 Priscilla
34.OOA Amidon-Starkey 2815
50.OOA Perry Home Plac 3312
Kibler, Priscilla P.
59.OOA Mary Perry Lot 6766
Kimball, Peter 86 Brewer Donna
5.80A Wakefield Tavern
Kimbrall, Roy W 85 Sharon E
4.60A Goodnow Lot Tract 2
Knowlton, Paul 86 Marie
9.90A Bullock Rd Lot 3
Koch 85 Koch Blders and Developers
3.26A Honey Hill Lot 3
4.04A Honey Hill Lot 7
4.35A Honey Hill Lot 8
C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
38200 ^M150 132350 3067.87
29000 53600 82600 1914,67
38450 43900 82350 1908.87






















28250 65400 93650 2170.81
36200 75113 111313 2580.24


















47300 119200 166500 3859.47
40550 47600 88150 2043.32











NAME OF OWNBR(8) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL «Gross Tax
Koch, Donna
26.63A Lot #4 4318 4318 100.09
Kozlowski, Joseph 85 Marilyn
40.00A Martin Lot 85 Camp 69200 145450 214650 4494.11
KroU, Charles 85 Madeline
5.20A Brickyard Brook Lot 9 36950 37400 74350 1723.43
Kruse, Kip R
l.OA Smith Place 31000 52450 83450 1934.37
La Branche, Robert 8b Evelyn
4.20A Pt of Packard Lot 28300 28300 655.99
Labbe, Linda
1.75A Shinn Land 28200 23850 52050 1206.52
Labelle, Grover 85 Jeffrey Reese
l.OOA Home Place 27500 15550 43050 615.98
LaClair 11, Russell 8b Lisa
5.20A Fisher Lot Tract 10 38950 73150 112100 2598.48
Lafayette et al, James P
3.00A Dog Patch Lot 31900 77700 109600 2540.53
Laitinen, James 8b Elaine
62.40A 6585 28500 127950 163035 3779.15
Lakeville Shores Inc
45.00A Martin Place 3509 26500 32600 62609 1451.28
Laliberte, Catherine
4.65A Martin, Lot Sub 23400 52900 76300 1768.63
Lancey, Calvin 8b Lisa
3.20A Bullock Rd Lot 6 33600 63300 96900 2246.14
Lanick Estate, Jerry
1.60A 23000 23000 533.14
1.30A Part of Freeman Land 29000 28200 57200 1325.90
Lantz, William M 8b Susan L
3.19A Honey Hill Lot 6 35150 74900 110050 2550.96
Laplume, Russell 8b Judith
7.97A Greenwoods Rd 40550 97500 138050 3200.00
Laughner, Paul A. JR
4.88A Reidy Place 35700 39750 75450 1748.93
Lay, Michael 8b Elizabeth
15.00A Prescott Lot 55000 55000 1274.90
100.OOA Severence Place 144500 57450 201950 4681.20
Layman, Christine 8b Briggs, Kenneth
3.80A Jacobson Sub 37300 70400 107700 2496.49
Lee, Martin 8b Marcia
3.10A Sprague Rd 23150 1800 24950 578.34
Leonard, George 86 Phyllis
2.50A Morgan Reserve Lot 9 30300 66700 97000 2248.46
Lescynski, Henry 8b Nancy
10.40A Bullock Rd Lot 4 51050 54750 105800 2452.44
Leslie, Richard 86 Robin
5.OOA Part of Conway Place 33500 70350 103850 2407.24
Letourneau, Joseph 8& Denise
1.40A Pt of Gorman PI 30500 70600 101100 2091.91
Lewis MD, Robert
52.BOA St Clair Lot 5403 5403 125.24
10.20A Edith Amidon Pla 1654 1654 38.34
3.OOA Edith Amidon Place 31450 53050 84500 1958.71
1.1OA Edith Amidon Place 20500 20500 475.19
12.90A Home Place 1858 35000 13700 50558 1171.93
87.
NAME OF OWWER(»)
1 c-w.s, Mrsirr Cy *.lrant, Joycr
'.60A Morgan Reserve Lot 14
I rw IS. Kichard 5* Tokunaga. Annette
3.30A Morgan Reserve Lot 29
Lximatainen. Elenor. R Matson, Donna L.
2.00A Home Place - East
Liinnatainen, Oiva Si, Eleanor
10.30A Cioodnow Lot Tract 4
Lounder, Margaret & Dorothy
3.00A Lounder Place 8
Luce, Mathew
60.OA Martin Lot
Lucey Etal, James R
46.00A Lang Lot Tract I 7459
Lucey, James & Roberta
27.50A Lang Lot Tract G 4459
9.00A Lang Lot Tract E
MacNeil, Deborah
3.62A Tract 3
Maden, Suzanne & Phil





Marchant, Gary 86 lisa A.
2. lOA Morgan Reserve L 7
Marcotte, Kevin
20.51A




0.50A Harry Hooper Land
Mcu-tin Jr, Edward
56.60A Otis Martin Lot 12137
2.0A
Martin Jr, Eunice Sc- Edward
20.OOA Part of Martin Fa 2863
30.OOA Home Place 5168
Martin, David L.
6.30A Brickyard Brook L7
Martin, William
25.OA Home Place
Martin, Frances S Declaration
2.0A E Starkey Place
Massi, David ,Filliman,Robyn
5.0A Whipple Place
Mastrogiovanni, Paul 86 Roberta
l.OOA Leliwa Place
Mattson, Eleanor
13. 70A Mahoney Place
Maynard, Arthur Jr 85 Corey
3.40A Greenwoods Rd
McCaffrey, William 8$ Margot
105.OOA Whitcomb Lot 17026
McCarthy, Richard 85 Elizabeth
3 1.60A Granite Hill Lot 7 1161
McCaul, 86 Heather R Canfield
28.70A Cliff Goodell Plac 3347
C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
45450 37750 83200 1928.58
30950 69850 100800 2336.54
26500 26500 614.27
49350 69150 1 18500 2382.66




40550 85400 125950 2919.52
34950 83450 118400 2744.51
7191 166.69
62500 66900 129400 2999.49
32500 22450 54950 1273.74
23000 23000 533.14
52950 54600 107550 2493.01
35350 79300 114650 2657.59
33450 85950 1 19400 2767.69
23000 40650 63650 1178.15
20000 3600 35737 828.38
20000 20000 463.60
7500 1750 12113 280.78
11000 50000 66168 1533.77
39650 51700 91350 2117.49
43900 10700 54600 1265.63
23250 23250 538.94
37600 65500 103100 2389.86
32500 61350 93850 2175.44
53900 57850 111750 2590.37
31800 22750 54550 1264.47
17026 394.66
32500 129350 163011 3778.59
34120 170350 207817 4817.20
88.
NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
629
167
McCobb, Ralph 8s Doreen
0. 1 lA Cottage Lot - Sandy Pond
McDermott, Daniel H
4.20A Goodnow Lot Tract 1
McDonald, Brian & Brenda




1.13A Williams Mill Site
McKinstry, Allan 86 Darlene
3.09A Pt of Freeman PI
McLeod, Charles
7.60A
3.02A Taylor Hill Rd
McNameira, Richard 8b Bridget
190.30A Fay Martin Farm 17470
McWha, William
0.42A Cass Pond Lots 4 8b 5
McWhirk, Kathryn
3.0A Lang Lot Tract F-2
l.OOA House Lot
Menter, John 8s Sheila
2.50A Boquist Lot
Merrifield, Francis 8b Velma
lO.OOA Home Place
Merrifield Jerald 8b Susan
2.70A Boyeson Lot
17.00A Home Place South Lot 1
Merwin, Augustus 8s Eleanor
39.79A Ray Whipple Plac




Modeen, Mark 8b Cynthia
5.60A
Monadnock Trust
146.40A Cook Curtis Lot
lOO.OOA Cook Lot
Mondello, Eileen 8b Dominick
6.70A Atherton Lot
Moore, Deirdre A Ziruk, Alfr
29. lOA Lang Lot Tract J
Morgan Reserve Association
390.00A Common Land/C 46853
Moriarity, Cornelius 86 Elaine
2.50 A Part of Cronk Place
Morin, Ludger 8b Theresa
6.00A Otis Martin Lot Tract 4
Morris et al, Steven R
2.00A Leon Amidon Place
Morris, Paul 8& Sandra
18.40A Bolles Lot RISE

















































































































N.\ME OF OWWER(») C/USK LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
Morton, John C.
5.60A Colony Hill Lot 14
Mountford 111, James & Heather
l.OOA Ballou Place
Mueller, Donald & Suzanne
29.00A John Bolles Plac 5094
Mulkem Trust. Sylvia




1 5.oX Conway Place 1545
Mullins. Virgil & Johnson, Miriam Ruth
l.OOA Campsite & Trailer




3.370A Whipple Hill Rd
Wearing, Kimberly
3.05A
Nettleton, Mark 85 Hilary
3.70A Part of Bowen Lot
Newell, Anthony L. 85 Samantha
9.70A Southwick Lot
Nichols, George 86 Yvonne
24.00A Randall Lot
Noftle, John 8s Edith
2.10A McPherson Lot
O'Brien, Edward
14.60A Whipple Tract 6 1209
O'Brien, Michael 85 Pamela
3.03 Lot #6
O'Brien, Robert 85 Laurie
3.06A
O'Gorman, John 8b Sandra
17.50A Bullock-Williams Lot 5
O'Rorke, Hugh 86 Teresa
3.17A Conway Place
OIney, Daniel T. 85 Carolyn M
16.60A Sidney Bowen Place
Oxx, Gordon, 8b Carol
34.60A Home Place 1308
Packard, Robert 86 Newton Patricia




57.OA Fairbanks Lot 3776
Page, Stanley G. 86 Mary E.





Patch, Kevin 8b Wheu-ton, Jessica
5.05A
Patnode, William
56.38A Carroll Lot 4120
Patterson, Steven J. 86 Delisle, Jill M.
6.40A Colony Hill Lot 18
^ 90.
3o850 78050 1 15500 2677.29
27500 39250 66750 1547.27
4 1 200 137050 183344 4249.91
31400 58750 90150 2089.68
33450 63550 97000 2248.46
27000 91900 120445 2791.92
20000 2300 22300 516.91
28250 72900 101150 2344.66
19700 111650 131350 3044.69
26350 26350 610.79
36500 132500 169000 3917.42
36800 57000 93800 2174.28




37400 99900 137300 3182.61
35950 125650 161600 3745.89
47900 47900 1110.32
30750 86000 116750 2706.27
53700 102000 155700 3609.13
52200 28500 82008 1900.95
33300 95050 130387 3022.37
15600 15600 361.61
3776 87.53
48200 111250 159450 3696.05
21500 21500 498.37
31150 39550 70700 1638.83
33950 86000 119950 2780.44
37350 48450 89920 2084.35
44000 65000 109000 2526.62
NAME OF OWNER(8) C/USB LAND BLDGS. TOTAL <Gross Tax
Pearsall, Michael 8b Susan
21.60A Part of Gorham Place 46250 52300 98550 2284.39
Pearsedl, Willieim
5.30A Home Place 43950 65050 109000 2526.62
36.00A Piper Lot 1411 1411 32.71
ll.OOA Locust Pasture 556 556 12.89
6.70A Part of Herrick L 116 116 2.69
72.50A Bennett Farm 5960 5960 138.15
33.00A Naramore Lot 41700 41700 966.61
Peck, John
4. lOA Allen Lot 25700 25700 595.73
Peirce Trustee, Chester D.
50.00A Handy-Ballou Lo 3312 3312 76.77
15.00A Ballou Lot 994 994 23.04
84.00A Green-Buffum Lo 5564 5564 128.97
50.00A White Lot 3312 3312 76.77
200.OOA Bassett Hill Lot 13248 13248 307.09
246.00A Seaver,Bolles,Fra 22695 22695 526.07
308.OOA Bowen Lot 20402 20402 472.92
53.OOA Harkness Lot 3511 3511 81.38
54.60A Randall Lot R22 3617 3617 83.84
26 5.40A Frazier Lot 17580 17580 407.50
70.00A Merrifield Lot 4637 4637 107.49
Pelkey, Royce L St Lori A
5.20A Land Lot Tract b 36250 59900 96150 2228.76
Perry, David 8& Ernest
150.OOA Byron Perry Lot 19458 19458 451.04
Perry, Kenneth
138.OOA Goddard-Amidon Lot 55200 55200 1279.54
7.50A Pine Hill Lot 3000 3000 69.54
Perry, Roger 8s Sandra
20.OOA Carter Place 76250 58350 134600 3120.03
Perugini-Lambert, Dina
6.OOA Greenwoods Rd 37450 89050 126500 2932.27
Picotte, Roger
41.30A Phillips Lot 5359 29900 104650 139909 3243.09
Pierce, Roderick & Shirley
6.57A 34750 54950 89700 2079.25
Pierson, Ray 86 Martha
5.10A OTCass Lot 37600 83000 120600 2795.51
Pinard, Peter 85 Thomas
9.OOA Williams Lot 745 745 17.27
7.30A Mullen Lot 604 604 14.00
Pitts, Lynne
8.30A Starkey Lot 143 143 3.31
6.50A Route 32 60 33160 82200 115420 2675.44
Plitt, Allen 8b Victor
3.20A Morgan Reserve Lot 25 23300 23300 540.09
Plonsky, Robert 86 Blanche
4.20A Morgan Reserve Lot 16 32300 23950 56250 1303.88
Pogorzelski, Evelyn 86 Stanley
29.OA Perley Amidon PI 1722 30500 55150 87372 2025.28
Pollack, David
190.50A Foster Lot 15773 15773 365.62
Porte, Michael 86 Huquette
ll.OOA Part of Twitchell 1843 31000 128850 161693 3748.04
Primrose, Kathleen co Kathy B
4.05A 27950 27950 647.88
3.08A Home Place 29100 48550 77650 1799.93
91
N.\ME OF OWT<KR(«)






O.OOA Dist Plant & Trans Lines
Pumngton, Barbara
9.50A Fisher Lot Tract 1
Purrington. Benjamin F. & Cassidy, Con
C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
r2.10A Belles Lot 1369
Pursell, Dean dt Elizabeth
4.49A Martin Lot
Putnam, Lloyd 86 Irene
0.50A Cottage & Lot 22
Puza. John & Mary






15.OOA Burgess Lot 1 583
15.OOA Burgess Lot 2 1 108
2.30A Lawrence Flat Lo 87
0.60A Freeman Lot 50
102.OOA Prescott Place 3795
24.OOA Buffum Lot 4088
l.OOA Dan Buffum Lot 391




Randall, John 85 Margaret
12.60A Frank Bowen Place Sub
174 Frank Bowen Pla 6621
Randedl, Rodney 85 Dale
2.OOA Stinson Home Place
23.50A Swan Place - Wes 844
Randall, Rodney 85 Dale
26.20A Swan Place - Eas 994
Reichert, Francis
7.10A Colony Hill Lot 17
Remick, Matthew F. 85 et al
3.22A Sprague Rd
Reppucci, Daniel 85 Norma
3.06A Pt of Beers Sub
Reynolds, Harry 85 Kathryn
3.50A Morgan Reserve Lot 16A
Rice, Frank 86 Winifred
5.30A Home Place
Richardson, Elmer 85 Barbara
2.50A Morgan Reserve Lot 1
Richardson, Laurence
6.30A Morgan Reserve Lot 27B
Richardson, Robert




























































































































1.40A Blais Family Lot
0.35A Church Property
Richmond Country Store LLC
0.37A Part of Comer Store
l.OOA 4 Comers Store, Lnd Ex
Richmond Reality Trust
38.00A Winchester Lot 4483
90.00A Merrifield Lot 12317
Robbins, Revoc Trust, Dorothy
l.OOA Home Place 32000 29750
Robbins, Louise M.
6.20A Fisher Place 42050 38800
Robinson, Allen 86 Marcia
0.24A 350
4.25A Part of Sidney Bowen Plac 33450 32900
Rodd, Thomas 85 Eunice
6.50A Partof CarlJohnson Plac 45650 41950
Rogers, Jeimes 8b Brenda
12.60A Greenwoods Road 40200 32500
Rogers, Stillman 86 Barbara
6.00A Part of Lewis Cass Place 37700 67250
Rokes, Troy 8b Castor, Michelle
3.10A 31350 55700
Romano, Gerald 85 Catherine
4.70A Old Narramore Place 28700
Rose, William 86 Janet
3.57A 32200 72450
Rotaan Inc
1 l.OOA Cragin Curtis Tract 1 42000 3400
Royce, Jr et al John J
6.60A Brickyard Brook L 12 39400 106450
Royce, Douglas R 86 Maria EliopoulasT
4.40A Coll Subdivision 32600 50650
Royce, Raymond 85 Sherry
6. lOA Brickyard Brook L 1 39000 66650
Rule, John 85 Linda
4.80A Pt of Cronk Farm 42075 39300
Rupprecht, Judith Rizzo
18.00A Lanes Factory La 2919




85.00A Bliss Lot 1 1632
S 86 M Forest Trust
320.30A Parker Hill Lot 21217
12.30A Field Lot 815
48.90A Boyce Lot 3239
86.70A Barrus Lot 5743
Salett, Peter 85 Stephen






























































NAME OF QWNKR^«) C/USK LAND BLEKJS. TOTAL Gro»« Tax
Sandn Trust. .^ciho K
144.00A Snow L«.)t 9539
63.50A Jackson Lot 4206
25.70A Taylor Lot 1702
38.00A Swan Narnmore 2517
104.80A Hale Farm 6942
12.00A Corliss Lot 795
40.00A Bullock Lot 2650
Sandn, Acilio
50.0A Corliss Lot 8108
50.0A Hammond Lot 8108
25.0A Naramore Lot 4054
120.0A Taylor Lot 14030
27.OA Wilbcr Lot 3695
218.9A Rand Adams Lot 20109
20.00A Holbrook Lot 1656
52.00A Merrill Lot 2198
88.00A Martin Lot 3743
65.00A Putney Lot 2736
68.80A Norwood Lot 2916
40.00A Bolles Lot 5474
44.00A Chapman Lot 2434
9.00A Shipman Lot Tra 1232
Schmidt, Alan 85 Linda
3.10A Otis Martin Lot 2
Scobi, David Ss Antonia L.
5.21A
Schoeneberger, Michael 8s Leslie
88.00A Boyce Lot 14269
Schofield, Mary
36.30A Atherton Lot Trac 1681
Seekircher, Walter 8s Louise





Sewall, SsT E Crellm, Murphy Fulton, Virginia M
1.60A Morgan Reserve L 18 28400
Shaw III, Herbert 85 Lolita
8.00A Christopherson Place 52000
Shaw, Henrietta
lOO.OOA Shipman Lot 8280
26.00A J Perry Lot 2153
Sheppard, Stephen
8.90A Schoolhouse Lot 154
37.50A Hooper Place 1385 22000
Shinn, Albert
5. lOA Sampson Lot 35200
Silver, Jane
4.78A Bolles Place 33850
Silverman, Terry
3.60A Morgan Reserve Lot 12 23900
Silvia, Michael 86 St. Dennis, Michelle
5.48A Cronk Farm Lot 3 36300
Simmington, Robert
0.4 lA Part of Royalston Lot 611
Slattery, Robert F. Ss Rathann E. 86 Christopher M.
5.20A Brickyard Brook Lot 10 36600
Smalley, Ronald









































NAME OF OWNER(s) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
Smart, Timothy, Hodgman Tracy
4.41 Pt of Burgess Place
Smith, Alan & Cecelia
4.00A Reservoir Lot
Smythe, Sherry
84.40A Woods Lot 6988
Snow, Wajoie 8b Sherry
6.86A Greenwoods Rd
Snyder, Hillary J 85 Jsimes E
5.13A Prentice Lot
Society for Protection of NH Forests
44.0A Gamsey Lot 2073
250.0A Pelegtaft Lot 10609
Spath, David 8s Nanci
18.80A Walker Lot 2
Sprague Brook Inc.
15.0A Nutting Lot
118.00A Colony Lot North








54.60A OT Cass Lot
96.60A Harris Lot
33.00A Harris Lot
68.50A Pine Hill Lot
6.00A Parker Hill Lot
60.00A J Barrus Lot
6.00A Amidon Mowing
426.OA Colony Lot South
1 1.40A Pt of Freeman Lo
Squicciarini, Nicholas 86 Dorothy
5.80A Morgan Reserve Lot 27A
St. Benedict Center Inc
12.67A Church Property
24.50A Part of Thompson-Howe
Stachowicz, Theodore 85 Jane
4.74A Whipple Hill Rd
Stange, Conrad 85 William 85 Reynolds,Mike
11.40A Fisher Lot 433
State of New Hampshire
1.00A
125.00A Fish Hatchery





Stinson Family Trust, c/o Mary
85.70A Aldrich Lot 7096
Stinson Family Trust, Collar Alice
5.30A
Stone, et al Robert J




















33150 60950 94100 2181.24
37350 50750 88100 2042.16
6988 161.98
39800 77250 117050 2713.22
38000 37400 75400 1747.77
2073 48.05
10609 245.92




















34700 76000 110700 2317.77
44000 556050 600050















NAMK or OWNKR^s) C/USK LAND BLDOS. TOTAL OroM Tax
Stone, Helen
6.70A Home Place
Stone. Robert 8k Judith
3. 50A Morgan Reserve Lot 23
Stratton, Kathleen A ^6 Linda
5.00A Goodnow Lot Tract 3
Slrehti. Pamela
5. 14A Hood Lot
4.10A Route 32
Sul Jr. Edward & Judy
35.00A
Sullivan. William
19.20A Part of Esther Ca
55.50A Lyons Lot Tract 1
94.30A Lyons Lot Tract 2
90.00A Wilhs Lot
Swanson, Carl & Francine
23.50A Sprague Lot
SwEinson, Edwin & Linda
3.00A Fisher Lot
Swamson, James Jr St Samantha
3.25A
Swanson, Marcia
1 12.50A Sprague Place
7.30A Sprague Meadow
Sw^anson, Timothy P
10.50A Brickyard Brook L4
Sweinson, Timothy P
3.28A
Sweeney, Norman Ss Patricia
2.00A Part of Williams Place
Sweeney, Joseph J. 86 Arleen H
5.30A Granite Hill Lot 1
Sylvester, Armand 85 Dorothy
3.00A
Szczgiel, Philip Ss Gayle
3.90A




Tarbox, Robert C 8s Cheryl A
4.00A Part of Prescott Place
Tattersall, Jonathan
12.00A Home
Taylor, Dana 85 Mary
9.70A Twitchell Land
Taylor, JefTrey
25.40A Bowen & Scott L
33.70A
Terabithia Land Co
3.13A Whipple Hill Rd
Thayer, Christopher & Tina
4.0A Land Lot Tract A
Theriault, Raymond 85 Betty Ann
5.00A Handy Lot
Thibeault Jr Claudia & Jacque











2748 27648 30396 704.58




40500 45350 85850 1990.00
34000 40700 74700 1731.55
21800 21800 505.32




;e 29000 44050 73050 1693.30
39300 58250 97550 2261.21
38500 74550 113050 2620.50
37600 227600 265200 6147.34
1424 39400 62600 103424 2244.84
455 30500 30955 717.54
5 32000 50100 82100 1903.08
1693 30000 65650 97343 2256.41
44750 72250 117000 2712.06
4215 28100 59900 92215 2137.54
1749 1749 40.54
23200 23200 537.78
27650 800 28450 659.47
29150 29150 675.70
38450 45050 83500 1935.53
96.
NAME OF OWNBR(s) C/USB LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
Thibodeau, Joseph & Norma
43.00A Allen Lot 1656
1.20A Morgan Reserve Lot 20
Thibodeau, Joseph 86 Norma 8b Thibodeau, Robert
5.40A Morgan Reserve Lot 28
Tiemey, John 86 Kathleen
1,50A Morgan Reserve Lot 19
Tietgens Jr. Christian, Parker-Tietgens, Catherine
5. 170A Bullock Williams 297
Tietgens, Jr Christian
25.33A 5797
Toegel, Daniel 8& Msirtha J
8.50A Pt of Atherton Lot
Tolman, Bernard 8b Evelyn
5.00A Meadow Land
Tonweber, Joseph 8b Patricia
29.4 Bullock-Williams #1
Torrey, Shaun 86 Lisa
9.00A Adams Lot - North





.44A Walter Hillock PI
13.3 Swan Whipple Tract 5
l.OOA Campsite
132.4A OT Cass Lot
5.80A Abuts Ralph Whitney Par







0.06A Vets Hall Land






l.OOA Town Forest - Melvin Lot
0.20A Town Beach Lots 12 8b 13
0.07A Town Beach Lot 14
0.08A Town Beach Lot 15











2.00A Rabbit Hollow Rd 6500
52364 58450 112470 2607.05
28500 29450 57950 1343.28
, 8b Brunk, Anna
25500 25500 591.09
28700 69250 97950 2270.48
itheri
32880 17150 50327 1166.58
5797 134.37
43300 66800 110100 2552.12
1000 1000 23.18
46000 149450 195450 4530.53
53500 115400 168900 3915.10












































True Revocable Trust, Victona
25.10A Atherton Lot Tract 2
Under\\'ood, Kim
0.50A L Lounder Place
United States Government
O.OOA Trans Station
Urquhart. David L 86 Mane C
76.40A Bowen Lot 8259
Van Brocklin, Hugh & Allison
5.50A Granite Hill Lot 3
Van Brocklin. Robert 85 Sylvia
47.10A Home Place*
\'an X'alzah, Robert H
26.00A Mullen Lot
2.00A Harvey Lashure Land
3.58A Home Place
14.70A Hooper Land
18.20A Otis Martin Lt Tr
Vaughan, Wesley 86 Debra
12.05A
Wahl, John 85 Debra
14.70A Ingalls Place
Walton Living Trust, Althea V
3.00A Morgan Reserve Lot 17
Warme, Rune 85 Marguerite
3.00A Lang Lot Tract Fl*
Watt, Allison
14.77A Pt of Beers Sub
Watt, William 85 Allison
28 Part of Beers Su
19.5 Part of Beers Su
5.86A Home Place
WDK Realty Trust
3.00A Pt of Raleigh Lot R23
Webber, C. Richard & Patricia
l.OOA Vienna Scott Place
Weekes, Robert 85 Carol
6.80A Eliza Ballou Homestead
14.10A Quaker Lot
Weinstein, Emanuel 85 Ruth
161.10A Barrus Lot 26122
Welch, Judith 86 Paula
10.40A Brickyard Brook L5
Werle, Elspeth I.
148.OOA R 10 A 10819
115.00A RIOB 6068
78.OOA RIOC 4216
34.OOA Twitchell Lot R2 2815
Wharton, Richard T. 85 Jeannine M.
86.OOA Stone Lot 7543
Wharton III, Robert
12.OOA Sweeney Meadow 4692
3.60A Howard Lot 626
Whippie Trust






























































































NAMB OF OWNBR(8) C/USE LAND BLDGS. TOTAL Gross Tax
White, Bruce
2. lOA Pt of Packard Lot
White, Russell 85 Judith
5.24A Toen Line Lot 519
15.90A Swan-WhippleTr 1317
Whitham, Walden 85 Kathleen
18.80A Pat of Walker Place 5 1400
Whitney, Richard 85 Major, Michelle
l.OOA Hart Lot 25500
Whitney, Richard 85 Dawn
l.OOA Home Place 33500
Whitten, Randy W.
16.00A Scott Lot 2053 11700
Whittum, Lewis




3.60A Bullock Rd Lot 5 36300
Wildermuth, Dwight
5.00A Conway Place Tract B 35250
Wilkins, Raymond 8s Carole
5.00A Rt 32 Greenwoods Rd 43150
Wilkos, Joseph 86 Frederick
5.20A 34500
Willett, Anne
5.20A Cragin Curtis Tract 4 35350
Williams, Theodore 85 Hatt, Robert
3.0 lA Part of Beers Sub 30500
Williamson, Anne 85 Schorr, MAureen
9.50A Prescott Lot 41550
4.80A Pratt Lot 778
Williamson, John A
3.10A Morgan Reserve Lot 24
Wilson, Penelope
4.20A Cronk Farm Lot 5
3.79A Cronk Farm Lot 6
Wojchiechowski, Gene 85 Barbara
19.05A 2053
3.190A Honey Hill Lot 5 264
Wolf Creek Investments
15.0A Nash Lot 2432
27.OA Pond Lot 2680
119 Wagstaff Sub 11259
Woodward, Norman E. Revocable Trust
10.30A Fisher Lot Tract 1670
1 1.70A Fisher Lot Tract 3
Wrobleski, Christine 8b Wil
7.60A Nash Place 766
4.40A Atherton Lot 713
Wyman, George 8b Margaret
6.16A Ruby Austin Subdiv
46.OA Dickinson Lot 3809
Yale University
55.00A Taylor Lot 426
1
48.00A Taft Lot 3180
47.00A Part of Land Lot 3113

































































































30.00A Calvm Martin Lot
9.66A Cass Wood Lot
26.50A Camp Takodah Wheeler L
20.60A Amidon-Naramore Lots
33. 1 Cass Lot
17.70A Cass Pond Lots
1 1.80A Mann Lot Tract 4
13.00A Herrick Lot
3.00A Nelson-Gray Lot
45.40A Mann Lot Tract 1
10.90A Mann Lot Tract 3






6.90A Carol Smith Land
9.00A Sherrick Lot
YMCA Cheshire County
0. 12A Cass Pond Lots #7 86 #8
0.07A Cass Pond Lot #11
0.19A Cass Pond Lots #17 & #1
0.12A Cass Pond Lot #19
0.30A Cass Pond Lots #20 Ss #-2
56.70A Coburn Lot 7
40.00A Mann Lot
Yost, MsLiy
14.00A Boyce-Swan Lot 1916
607500 115600 723100
3200 3200
24000 24000
10850 10850
586900 lE+06 1937300
22650 22650
64064 64064
233150 233150
11450 11450
12450 12450
4500 4500
60000 60000
8700 8700
17700 17700
32500 32500
1800 1800
103150 103150
64950 64950
96500 96500
5520 5520
7200 7200
17250 17250
11250 11250
22500 22500
11250 11250
22500 22500
45350 45350
32000 32000
1916 44.41
100.


